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Abstract

Software development is a complex process. To serve the final software product to
the end user, developers need to rely on a variety of software artifacts throughout the
development process. The term software repository used to denote only containers of
source code such as version control systems; more recent usage has generalized the concept
to include a plethora of software development artifact kinds and their related meta-data.

Broadly speaking, software repositories include version control systems, technical doc-
umentation, issue trackers, question and answer sites, distribution information, etc. The
software repositories can be based on a specific project (e.g., bug tracker for Firefox), or
be crowd-sourced (e.g., questions and answers on technical Q&A websites). Crowd-based
software artifacts are created as by-products of developer-user interactions which are some-
times referred to as communication channels. In this thesis, we investigate three distinct
crowd-based software repositories that follow different models of developer-user interac-
tions. We believe through a better understanding of the crowd-based software repositories,
we can identify challenges in software development and provide insights to improve the
software development process.

In our first study, we investigate Stack Overflow. It is the largest collection of program-
ming related questions and answers. On Stack Overflow, developers interact with other
developers to create crowd-sourced knowledge in the form of questions and answers. The
results of the interactions (i.e., the question threads) become valuable information to the
entire developer community. Prior research on Stack Overflow tacitly assume that ques-
tions receives answers directly on the platform and no need of interaction is required during
the process. Meanwhile, the platform allows attaching comments to questions which forms
discussions of the question. Our study found that question discussions occur for 59.2% of
questions on Stack Overflow. For discussed and solved questions on Stack Overflow, 80.6%
of the questions have the discussion begin before the accepted answer is submitted. The
results of our study show the importance and nuances of interactions in technical Q&A.

We then study dotfiles , a set of publicly shared user-specific configuration files for soft-
ware tools. There is a culture of sharing dotfiles within the developer community, where
the idea is to learn from other developers’ dotfiles and share your variants. The interaction
of dotfiles sharing can be viewed as developers sources information from other developers,
adapt the information to their own needs, and share their adaptations back to the com-
munity. Our study on dotfiles suggests that is a common practice among developers to
share dotfiles where 25.8% of the most stared users on GitHub have a dotfiles repository.
We provide a taxonomy of the commonly tracked dotfiles and a qualitative study on the
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commits in dotfiles repositories. We also leveraged the state-of-the-art time-series cluster-
ing technique (K-shape) to identify code churn pattern for dotfile edits. This study is the
first step towards understanding the practices of maintaining and sharing dotfiles .

Finally, we study app stores, the platforms that distribute software products and con-
tain many non-technical attributes (e.g., ratings and reviews) of software products. Three
major stakeholders interacts with each other in app stores: the app store owner who gov-
erns the operation of the app store; developers who publish applications on the app store;
and users who browse and download applications in the app store. App stores often provide
means of interaction between all three actors (e.g., app reviews, store policy) and some-
times interactions with in the same actor (e.g., developer forum). We surveyed existing
app stores to extract key features from app store operation. We then labeled a represen-
tative set of app store collected by web queries. K-means is applied to the labeled app
stores to detect natural groupings of app stores. We observed a diverse set of app stores
through the process. Instead of a single model that describes all app stores, fundamentally,
our observations show that app stores operates differently. This study provide insights in
understanding how app stores can affect software development.

In summary, we investigated software repositories containing software artifacts created
from different developer-user interactions. These software repositories are essential for
software development in providing referencing information (i.e., Stack Overflow), improving
development productivity (i.e., dotfiles), and help distributing the software products to end
users (i.e., app stores).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The process of developing software products is complex and requires a variety of resources.
These resources, as well as the by-products of the software development process, are com-
monly referred to as software artifacts. A collection of software artifacts will form a software
repository. While the term “software repository” was originally used to describe contain-
ers of source code exclusively, more recent usage has generalized the concept to include
information contained in different kinds of software artifacts and their related meta-data.

Software repositories include datasets and information related to artifacts created dur-
ing the software development process. These artifacts may include API documentation,
bug reports, release notes, and user reviews. Increasingly, researchers recognize that these
sources of information are known to be crucial to the success of software development. For
example, the quality of comments in code can directly impact the effort required to main-
tain it [44]. With the creation and adoption of new tools; the establishment of common
practices, and the standardization of approaches, we have seen a plethora of new software
repositories derived and formed through developer activities.

Software repositories can also arise from interactions between developers and users.
Despite the source code being the end product of software development, the development
process relies on teams of developers who are often influenced by social activities in software
engineering. The information generated from social interactions provides rich data for both
developers and researchers, making it a valuable resource for understanding and improving
the development process. For example, issue trackers have been shown to be essential in
fixing bugs and tracking feature implementation [17, 19]. Through studying the existing
data in issue trackers, researchers have been able to identify key challenges and provide
insights on how to improve the process [16, 87, 15].
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1.1 Five Types of Software Repositories

The software development process involves various types of software artifacts that develop-
ers encounter. We categorize these artifacts into five types, which are presented in Fig. 1.1.

Distribution and social artifacts

User Forum

User ManualApp Store

Software Homepage

Reddit

Twitter

Usage artifacts

Runtime system log

Performance profile log

User configurations

Requirements

Deploy

Develop

Test

Design

Software Artifacts
In the example agile development cycle, many
software artifacts are involved in creating the
software product.

Source code artifacts

Source code

Build configurations

Test suite

Infrastructure artifacts

Issue tracker

Version control system

Development mailing list

Component ecosystem

Technical documentation

Tutorial blog post

Reference artifacts

IRC help channel

Stack Overflow

Figure 1.1: Software repositories and the agile development cycle

Specifically, the five types of software artifacts is described as follows.

• Source code artifacts — These artifacts directly contribute to the production of
the final software product, including source code, building scripts, test suites, and
deployment and configuration tools.

• Infrastructure artifacts — These artifacts are relate to or by-products of the on-
going software development processes, such as issue tracking systems, version control
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systems, and project-specific development mailing lists. They provide a record of the
design decisions and evolution history of the source code.

• Reference artifacts — These artifacts contain general information that developers
need during software development, such as technical documentation, tutorial blog
post, user forums, and Stack Overflow. Developers consult these software repositories
to resolve their issues during software development.

• Usage artifacts — These artifacts contain system usage information, such as user
configuration files, diagnostic, system logs, performance data, and other instrumenta-
tion information that can be used to infer user behavioural patterns. These artifacts
reflect how the software systems run in real world scenarios.

• Deployment and social artifacts — These artifacts contribute to the final dis-
tribution of the software system to its designated users. Examples include software
homepage and app store. Software systems are often designed to solve real-world
problems, and the deployment artifacts connects the software systems to their po-
tential users.

The same artifact may belong to different types, depending on the perspective and
platform. For example, when a user requests help debugging a specific configuration for a
software tool on a social platform like Reddit, the content could fall under three different
types of software artifacts. Specifically, the configuration is a usage artifact, the ensuing
thread becomes a reference artifact for future viewers, and the interaction between the
asker and respondents forms part of the distribution and social artifact where end users
discuss the software.

The software artifacts are created to satisfy the requirements of both developers and
users in software development. This process is also dynamic, with rudimentary forms
emerging initially and being improved over time, based on practical evidence, to better
serve developers’ needs. For example, the Linux kernel development team identified the
need for an enhanced version control system and created git, which eventually became
the most widely used version control tool. Prior to git, different tools and ideologies were
used in maintaining version control information, reflecting the evolving nature of software
artifacts over time.

3



1.2 Software Repositories from Developer-User Interac-
tions

Among the broad spectrum of software repositories, software artifacts from developer-user
interactions are often distinct in how they are created and leveraged. This is especially
true when the software artifacts are created as the by-products of the interactions instead
of being created intentionally. For example, let us take as an example question threads,
which are software artifacts on Stack Overflow. The interaction between various users aims
to provide an answer to the question that has been posed by the asker. The interaction
is finished when the asker judges that an answer has answered the question satisfacto-
rily. Both the asker and answerer conclude the interaction at this moment. However, the
resulting knowledge created from the interactions remains beneficial to all viewers who
may encounter a similar question in the future. Programming-related Q&A has a long
history even before Stack Overflow; however, the structure of preserving the Q&A session
in question threads contributed to the success of Stack Overflow. In crowd-based software
repositories, the by-products are often beneficial to a broader audience in addition to the
people involved in the original interaction that generated the software artifact.

In this thesis, we study three software repositories crucial to the software development
process that are created from crowd developer-user interactions. These three software
repositories represent different patterns of interaction models. Through exploring the dis-
tinct model of interactions, we can gain a better understanding of the software development
process, and how to better leverage the information contained in the resulting software ar-
tifacts. Specifically, we focus on Stack Overflow: a collection of programming question and
answers; dotfiles : a collection of user-specific configuration files; and app stores: the target
distribution platform for software products which contains many non-technical attributes
that cannot be directly derived from the software products.

The three software repositories we examine represents three different developer-user
interaction models, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.

Stack Overflow is a technical Q&A website that has become the largest knowledge base
for programming related questions and answers. There are two main type of interactions
involved on Stack Overflow: the process of creating the unit of knowledge (i.e., a ques-
tion thread), and users viewing the website for its existing knowledge. This relationship
is shown in Fig. 1.2a. As direct contributions to online information are rare on many
platforms [161, 103], understanding the creation and maintenance of knowledge on Stack
Overflow is crucial. In this thesis, we focus on the question discussions that occur on the
platform to better understand the Q&A process.
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Asker

Answerer

Ask
questions

Stack Overflow

"How do I ..." "Why is ..."

"What is the difference
between ..."

Answer
questions

Viewer

Browse for
information

(a) Stack Overflow developer-user interaction model

Developer

Backup,
share dotfiles

dofiles repository

.vimrc

.bashrc

setup.sh

README

.gitconfigPublic dotfiles
repositories

Developer blogs

Documentation

Social Media

Source
information

(b) dotfiles developer-user interaction model

App creator End user

App store manager 

App2
App1

App3
Develop + submit apps, 

update apps 

Curate apps, 
provide store functionality (e.g, browsing), 
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dotfiles are software artifacts that represents real-world configurations for user-specific
software tools. The process of how developers create and share dotfiles is a great example of
“one for all, all for one”. When developers first write their configurations, they source from
various resources. Then, after absorbing the information and creating their own adaptions,
developers share back their own additions, benefiting the community as a whole. This
process is shown in Fig. 1.2b. In this thesis, we study a collection of dotfiles repositories
from GitHub to understand how developers maintain their dotfiles .

App stores serve as distribution platforms where developers can submit their applica-
tions. The successful operation of these stores involves three major stakeholders: store
owners who oversee the app store, developers who contribute applications, and users who
browse and download them. Fig. 1.2c illustrates the interactions between these parties
within the app store platform, which offers ample opportunities for interactions. For ex-
ample, app stores often feature product-specific homepages for developers to showcase
their applications to potential users, as well as review sections where users can share their
experiences of the app with other users and the developers. In this thesis, we explore
the broader landscape of app stores beyond the mobile-focused scene, aiming to under-
stand their functionality, diversity, and how their existence affects software development
practices.

1.3 Thesis Statement

Thesis Statement: Studying crowd-based software repositories can enhance our under-
standing of developer-user interactions during the creation of software artifacts. With this
deeper understanding, we can identify challenges in software development and provide valu-
able insights to improve the software development process.

The thesis statement is supported by three studies on different software repositories,
each of which contributes to our understanding of developer-user interactions in software
development. The three studies are as follows:

• Understanding question discussions on Stack Overflow

Developers consults a variety of resources for information during software develop-
ment, including technical Q&A websites like Stack Overflow. Most previous research
assumed that questions received answers directly on the platform and that no in-
teraction was required during the process. However, recent research have suggested
that answer comments can provide valuable information for users seeking answers on
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the platform. In this research, we studied the commenting activities for questions on
Stack Overflow and gained insights into the Q&A process on the platform. We find
that participation in question discussions is common among askers and answerers on
the platform, and that the interactive nature of Q&A sessions is an important aspect
of technical Q&A.

• Understanding user-specific configuration files

Developers often use tools to simplify their jobs and boost productivity. These tools
provide high customizability, allowing developers to create configurations for the soft-
ware that match their preferences. These configurations are often stored in plain-text
files known as dotfiles, which are shared publicly in the developer community. In this
study, we examined publicly shared dotfiles on GitHub to understand the developer
interactions in maintaining dotfiles . We find that the practice is popular among pro-
lific developers on GitHub, and we identified a taxonomy of common dotfile types to
understand the types of configurations developers manage in their dotfiles . We also
identified the intents of commits in dotfiles repositories, which include both tweaking
user-specific configuration and managing the dotfiles repository’s documentation and
deployment.

• Understanding the role of app stores in the perspective of software engi-
neering

App stores have become the primary destination for software distribution. Software
products are developed and submitted to app stores, where users can browse and
install them with ease. While the concept of app stores is popularized by the two
major mobile stores (i.e., Apple’s App Store and Google Play), many other app
stores exist, each offering different features. In this study, we performed an empirical
study on app stores to understand the concept of app stores and the commonalities
and differences between them. We provide a working definition of app stores and
identified a set of features that can be used to describe app stores. We used these
features to label a set of app stores collected from web queries and demonstrated the
existence of natural groupings based on the features offered by the app stores.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

This dissertation has seven main contributions:
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• We provide an extended view of the process of creating answers on Stack Overflow
with the inclusion of question discussions (Chapter 4). In most of the answered ques-
tions that undertake discussion, the discussion began before any answer was provided.
Participation in question discussions is common among askers and answerers on the
platform.

• We highlight the importance of interactions during technical Q&A (Chapter 4).
While in ideal cases, questions should have direct answers, in practice, users often
need to go through an interactive session to solve the question.

• We explored the concept of sharing user-specific configuration files among developers
(Chapter 5). We show that the practice is popular among prolific developers on
GitHub, and checked the occupations of shared dotfiles repository owners.

• We provide a taxonomy on the type of common dotfiles (Chapter 5). From common
dotfiles in dotfiles repositories, we group the dotfiles by their associated software
and functionality. The taxonomy allows us to understand the type of configurations
developer manage in their dotfiles repositories.

• We identified intents of commits in dotfiles repositories (Chapter 5). While most of
the commits directly focus on tweaking user-specific configuration, we also observed
a significant amount of commits focusing on managing the dotfiles repository in its
documentation and deployment.

• We provide a working definition of app stores, expanding upon existing understand-
ings on the concept of app stores (Chapter 6). While the concept of app stores is
popularized by the two mobile stores (i.e., Apple’s App Store and Google Play),
there exists a diverse set of app stores following different practices.

• We identified a set of features that can be used to describe app stores (Chapter 6).
We use the features to label a set of app stores collected from web queries. We then
demonstrate the existence of a natural grouping based on the features offered by app
stores.

1.5 Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as the following: Chapter 2 covers the background
information of the software artifacts studied in this thesis. Chapter 3 discusses the related
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work on topic of this thesis and provides a overview of the existing understanding of
the studied software repositories. Chapter 4 describes our study on question discussions
on Stack Overflow. Chapter 5 shows our exploration on how developers manage their
dotfiles . Chapter 6 presents our study to understanding the concept of app stores in
software engineering. Chapter 7 summarized the results of this thesis and discusses some
possible future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we summarize and discuss previous research that relates to our work in
the three software repositories.

2.1 Knowledge Creation on Stack Overflow

Stack Overflow is a website dedicated to programming related questions and answers. Users
can ask questions and provide answers on the platform. As a Q&A platform, it has become
a primary communication channel for developers seeking programming-related assistance.
The success of Stack Overflow can largely be attributed to its gamification system, whereby
users earn reputation points when their questions or answers receive endorsement from
other users via a voting system. The website has been widely embraced by the software
engineering community, and has grown to become the largest public knowledge base for
programming-related questions, featuring 21.9 million questions and 32.7 million answers
as of December 2021.

2.1.1 Question and Answer (Q&A) Process

At the core of Stack Overflow is the individual questions and answers that contribute to the
large collection of crowdsourced knowledge. The starting point for accessing this knowledge
is a question post, in which a user submits a question pertaining to programming or a
similar technical topic. At that point, other users can start to engage either by proposing
an answer, or by taking part in a discussion in the form of a comment or a chat room.
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Discussions can be attached to either the original question (i.e., a question discussion) or
one of the proposed answers (i.e., an answer discussion). If a proposed answer successfully
resolves the question, the user who asked the original question (i.e., the asker) may at their
discretion choose to designate that answer as the accepted answer. In other words, the
accepted answer is what the asker considered as the answer that solved the question. Once
an accepted answer has been selected, users may continue to contribute to the question
thread by adding new answers or editing existing content; in practice, however, user activity
related to that question and its answers tends to diminish sharply at that point [14]. In
practice, as shown both by community wisdom1, and research effort [51], the accepted
answer may not be the best answer for the specific question. We note that the Stack
Overflow uses the term post internally to refer to either a question or answer, but not a
discussion.

2.1.2 Discussions on Stack Overflow

Stack Overflow offers two different forms of communication channels for users to discuss
on questions and answers, that is, commenting as an asynchronous communication channel
and chatting as a synchronous communication channel. When users are commenting, they
may not expect an immediate reply. Meanwhile, when users are chatting, a live session
is formed where information flows freely within the group in real-time [139]. On Stack
Overflow, users begin discussions in comments. When extended discussions occur in com-
ments, users are proposed with continuing the discussions in dedicated chat rooms. While
commenting is the dominating communication channel on the Stack Overflow for question
discussions, whenever possible, we take special notice of the existence of chat rooms since
they represent a different form of communication channel compared to comments.

As previously mentioned, users can attach comments to a post (i.e., a question or an-
swer). Stack Overflow considers comments as “temporary ‘Post-It’ notes left on a question
or answer.2” Stack Overflow users are encouraged to post comments “to request clarifica-
tion from the author; leave constructive criticism to guide the author in improving the post,
and add relevant but minor or transient information to a post.” When multiple comments
are present in the same post, they form a comment thread.

Stack Overflow offers real-time, persistent collaborative chat for the community3 with
chat rooms. Stack Overflow promotes users to continue the discussions in a chat room

1https://meta.stackoverflow.com/questions/283456
2https://stackoverflow.com/help/privileges/comment
3https://chat.stackoverflow.com/faq
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when there are more than three back-and-forth comments between two users (i.e., at least
6 in total). Users are prompted with a message before a chat room can be created: “Please
avoid extended discussions in comments. Would you like to automatically move this dis-
cussion to chat?” When the user agrees to create the chat room, an automated comment
is posted and contains a link to the newly created chat room. In the newly created chat
room, automated messages are posted indicating the associated question and the comments
leading to the chat room. Users can also create chat rooms directly that are not associated
with questions or answers. Figure 2.1 shows an example question discussion session that
started in comments and concluded in a chat room. The question discussion eventually led
to the creation of an answer that was later marked by the asker as the accepted answer.

Figure 2.1: Stack Overflow question thread with discussion in comments and chat room
messages

2.2 User-Specific Configuration Files — dotfiles

We use to the term “dotfiles” to refer to a collection of user-specific configuration files [160].
The term dotfiles in its original meaning refers to the hidden files in UNIX-like (*NIX )
operating systems. The concept originates from a bug in an early implementation of the
command ls [108], which produces a listing of the files in a given directory. The bug
occurred when the code — correctly — ignored the two special files that represent the
current and parent directory (i.e., "." and ".."), but also — incorrectly — ignored all
other files that started with a dot. Subsequently, a convention arose within the *NIX
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community to prepend a period onto the beginning of file names that store application
settings in users’ home directories; these files would be “hidden” by default from the user’s
view unless they explicitly asked to see the dotfiles , via the -a option to ls. “Hiding”
the configuration files in this way reduces visible clutter in the user’s home directory,
and reduces the risk of new users accidentally changing or removing settings files that
they may not understand well. With the wide spread adoption of storing configurations in
dotfiles , the meaning of the term have since evolved to refer to the collection of user-specific
configuration files.

2.2.1 Culture of Sharing dotfiles

As suggested by a community website dedicated to dotfiles hosted on GitHub [42], users
backup their dotfiles online, learn from the existing dotfiles from community, and share
back what they have learned to the community. While it is unlikely that there is enough
evidence to trace the first occurrence of dotfiles sharing, the activity can be observed at
least as far back as the early 1980s, when USENET and e-mailing lists served as proto-social
media for developers [131]. Users often share their personal configuration and wisdom for
a program where others can benefit from; this culture of sharing has fostered a vibrant
user community. One blog post stood out that brought the idea to a larger community:
Holman, one of the first engineers at GitHub, wrote a impactful blog entry titled “Dotfiles
are meant to be forked” [64]. His dotfiles repository [64] is also one of the most starred
dotfiles repository on GitHub. With GitHub gaining more popularity and becoming the
largest source code hosting platform, many developers have hosted their dotfiles repository
on GitHub.

2.3 App Stores

Wikipedia recognizes Electronic AppWrapper [162] as the first true platform-specific elec-
tronic marketplace for software applications, but the term became popular when Apple
introduced its App Store along with the iPhone 3G in 2008 [10]. Today Apple’s App
Store and Google Play are the two biggest app stores and both of them serve the mo-
bile market. At its essence, app store is a type of digital distribution platform for software
products. Despite app stores often tacitly refers to the two mobile stores, in practice, a
variety of app stores exists and serve different users.
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2.3.1 App Store Operation

The operation of the app store involves three major stakeholders. The app store owner
who manages the app store; the developers who submit applications to the store; and the
users who browse and install applications from the app store.

To ensure the successful operation of the app store, many features exist within the app
store to support each major stakeholder. For example, a developer portal where developers
can view marketing feedback from their applications and user reviews where users can share
their experience with the application with other users and the developer.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss about the related work to the topics included in this thesis.
Specifically, we discuss how the related work increases our understanding of the studied
software repositories, and how prior research were able to leverage the software repositories
to improve the software development process.

3.1 Exploring and Understanding Stack Overflow

Since the introduction of Stack Overflow to the developer community, it has become the
de facto source for programming related Q&A. Stack Overflow has a friendly license1 for
information reuse. Moreover, Stack Exchange (Stack Overflow’s parent company) releases
a site data dump periodically. The conveniences allow researchers to study the information
contained on the website easily. A large amount of effort has been spent by researchers
on Stack Overflow to understand its success in sharing knowledge and also to leverage its
large corpus of data to aid the software development process.

3.1.1 Discussion Activities on Stack Overflow

While Stack Overflow is mainly a Q&A platform, in addition to question and answering,
it also has many other mechanisms to help with the Q&A process (e.g., the gamification
system through reputation points and commenting). In this thesis, we consider comments

1https://stackoverflow.com/help/licensing
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associated with questions as question discussions. However, in many other works, a discus-
sion on Stack Overflow can have different meanings. For example, some studies [81, 128]
have considered the question as a discussion (e.g., the question, all its associated answers,
and any comment associated with the question or its answers). In Chapter 4, we use dis-
cussions to describe commenting activities associated with a specific post (i.e., a question
or an answer).

Most previous works on Stack Overflow discussions have a primary focus on answer
discussions. Their aim is to better understand the community efforts in improving the
crowdsourced knowledge on Stack Overflow. Zhang et al. [179] conducted an empirical
study to understand answer obsolescence on Stack Overflow. In their study, comments
are used as an indicator of obsolescence for their associated answer. A follow up study
by Zhang et al. [178] examined answer comments and highlighted that the information
contained in the comments should not be overlooked when reading their associated answers.
After acknowledging the importance of answers, Zhang et al. [180] focused on the current
commenting mechanism on Stack Overflow and observed that the current presentation
of comment information is not optimal for readers. The comment hiding mechanism on
Stack Overflow only displays the top five comments with the most upvotes. However, due
to most comments never receiving any upvotes, later comments, which are likely to be
more informative, are hidden from readers by default.

Comments are also viewed as triggers for post updates. Baltes et al. [14] observed that
post edits often occur shortly after comment posts and suggests that comments and post
edits are closely related. Based on this observation, a study by Soni et al. [135] further
analyzed how comments affect answer updates on Stack Overflow. Their observation echoes
the finding by Zhang et al. [179] that unfortunately users do not update their answers even
with comments directly suggesting so.

Compared to existing studies on Stack Overflow which mostly focus on answers from the
perspective of knowledge maintenance, in this thesis, we focus on the question discussions
that mainly begin and occur during the Q&A process. In other words, previous works have
focused on preserving the knowledge while our work tends to focus more on the creation
of the knowledge.

3.1.2 Leveraging Discussions in Software Engineering

During software development, communication between members of the team is important
for the long-term success of the project [139]. Online discussions are a core part of the
process, especially in open source projects where developers may be scattered around the
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world and rely on a variety of channels to communicate with each other [139]. Di Sorbo
et al. [37] proposed an NLP based approach to mine developer communication channels and
automatically classify the type of information (e.g., feature request, bug). Since the advent
of ubiquitous e-mail in the 1980s, developers have used mailing lists for discussions about
the projects they are working on and interested in. Studies show that the use of mailing lists
facilitates the gathering of people with similar interests, and many open source projects
still run mailing lists today [129] (e.g., the Gnome mailing list2). The mailing list archive
is an informative resource for researchers to understand the development of the project.
Rigby et al. [118] studied the Apache developer mailing list to learn about the personality
traits of developers and how the traits shift during the development of the project. Sowe
et al. [136] studied three Debian mailing lists and constructed social networks of the mailing
list to investigate how knowledge is shared between expert to novice participants.

In addition to the asynchronous email exchanges, developers also use real-time com-
munication channels such as IRC for discussions. IRC channels are often used by open
source projects as a complement to their mailing list operations (e.g., the #emacs channel
on Freenode exists in addition to the project’s mailing list). Shihab et al. investigated
GNOME GTK+ [129, 130] and Evolution [130] IRC channels to better understand how
developers discuss in IRC. Although e-mail and IRC are still in use today, newer and more
efficient platforms have also emerged to better support the need for communication. For
example, developers report bugs and feature requests on issue trackers (e.g., Jira3), and ask
questions on Stack Overflow [150]. Vasilescu et al. [150] observed that in the R community,
developers are moving away from the r-help mailing list to sites like Stack Overflow in the
Stack Exchange network since questions are answered faster there. Prior studies examined
different communication channels aiming to better understand and improve the communi-
cation among developers. Alkadhi et al. [4] applied content analysis and machine learning
techniques to extract the rationale from chat messages to better understand the develop-
ers’ intent and the decision making process during software development. Lin et al. [79]
studied the usage of Slack by developers and noticed that bots are in discussions to help
software developers.

Storey et al. [139] surveyed how developers leveraged communication channels and
observed that real-time messaging tools and Q&A platforms such as Stack Overflow are
essential for developing software. Dittrich et al. [38] studied developers’ communication
across different platforms and observed that real-time messaging plays a role in the com-
munication of developers. Their study shows that real-time messaging tools can support
the usage of other communication channels (e.g., Skype calls) and provide a means for de-

2https://mail.gnome.org/mailman/listinfo
3https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
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velopers to form social and trust relationships with their colleagues. Chatterjee et al. [24]
analyzed characteristics of Q&A sessions in Slack and observed that they cover the same
topics as Stack Overflow. Wei et al. [184] applied neural networks techniques on real-time
messages to automatically capture Q&A sessions. Ford et al. [49] experimented with using
real-time chat rooms for the mentoring of asking questions on Stack Overflow for novice
users. Chowdhury et al. [31] leveraged information from Stack Overflow to create a content
filter to effectively filter irrelevant discussions in IRC channels.

3.1.3 Understanding and Improving Stack Overflow

Prior research investigated how developers leverage Stack Overflow and studied differ-
ent mechanisms aiming to improve the design of Stack Overflow [166, 25, 186, 156, 49].
Treude et al. [145] categorized the types of questions on Stack Overflow, and observed
that Stack Overflow can be useful for code review and learning the concepts of program-
ming. Wang et al. [156] studied the edits of answers and observed that users leverage
the gamification system on Stack Overflow to gain more reputation points. Prior stud-
ies also aimed to understand the quality of the crowdsourced knowledge on Stack Over-
flow. Ponzanelli et al. [109] proposed a method to classify questions according to their
quality-based features extracted from question body. Srba et al. [138] observed that an
increasing amount of content with relatively lower quality is affecting the Stack Overflow
community. Lower quality content on Stack Overflow may also affect how questions are
answered. Asaduzszaman et al. [12] showed that the quality of questions plays an im-
portant role in whether a question receives an answer by studying unanswered questions
on Stack Overflow. An automated system to identify the quality of posts and filter low-
quality content was proposed by Ponzanelli et al. [110]. To improve the quality of the
crowdsourced knowledge on Stack Overflow, prior studies aimed to identify artifacts with
different properties [157, 111, 30, 144, 150, 172, 186]. For example, Nasehi et al. [96] ex-
amined code examples on Stack Overflow and identified characteristics of effective code
examples. Their study shows that explanations for code examples have the same impor-
tance as code examples. Yang et al. [170] analyzed code snippets of popular languages
(C#, Java, JavaScript, and Python) on Stack Overflow and examined their usability by
compiling or running them.

Prior studies also examined various supporting processes on Stack Overflow to better
understand its operation and improve its efficiency of the crowdsourced knowledge sharing
process. Chen et al. [25] used a convolutional neural network (CNN) based approach to
predict the need for post revisions to improve the overall quality of Stack Overflow posts.
Several studies proposed approaches to automatically predict tags on Stack Overflow [166,
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122, 18]. Wang et al. [158, 159] proposed an automatic recommender for tags based on
historical tag assignments to improve the accuracy of the labeling of tags for questions.

3.2 Configuration Files

Most of existing research in this broad area focuses on studying software configurations
either during the build process (e.g., enabling different features for different configurations
of software), or on the configuration of essential production software (e.g., database sys-
tems, web servers). In this thesis, our focus is on the user-specific configuration files that
users keep to configure the software they use. Since they are both configuration files, and
more focused on the scene of developer life, in this section, we provide a overview of related
work in both software configuration, and improving developer workflow.

3.2.1 Software Configurations

While many studies have looked at configurations, the main focus has been on software
build configurations and software run-time configurations [94, 187, 95, 167, 168, 185]. These
studies often focus on production software and the aim is to improve the build process or
optimize production software performance. This includes studying the build configuration
files. Nadi et al. [94] proposed a static analysis approach to extract configuration con-
straints from software build files (e.g., Makefiles). Their methods are able to provide
insight from creating a variability model from the constraints and reason about the build
configuration. Zhou et al. [187] proposed a symbolic based extraction method to parse
build files such as Makefiles and detect potential problems in the configuration space
for software. Other research focuses on run-time configurations. Many software systems
that are run in production are highly customizable with many parameters to fit different
needs. Unlike build-time configurations which cannot be changed after the software is
built, run-time configurations are more flexible. Databases are a class of software that
fits the description well, and it is no surprise that they are also one of the most studied
systems for run-time configurations [43]. One goal of tweaking run-time configurations
is to have the software system running at optimal settings. Nair et al. [95] proposed a
sequential model-based method that explores the configuration space and try to determine
the next best configuration. Mühlbauer et al. [90] showed that Gaussian Process models
can accurately estimate the performance-evolution history of real-world software systems.
Kaltenecker et al. [73] showed that from empirical evaluation, distance-based sampling
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on configuration space can yield more accurate performance models for medium to large
sample sets.

Studies have also shown that the design of configuration “knobs” are suboptimal. Xu
et al. [167] investigated on the complexity of configuration settings on multiple software
systems. Their study shows that only a small percentage of configurations are altered by
users while a significant percentage of the configurations are never changed. The com-
plexity of configurations can also cause problems on the user side, where users do not fully
understand the functionalities of the configurations. Based on their results, a simple guide-
line that limits the configuration space — such as hiding/removing unused parameters and
highlighting commonly used ones — were proposed. Based on the simple guideline, the
authors illustrated that in one of the studied projects, the configurations can be greatly re-
duced with minimal impact on the users side. Sayagh et al. [124] interviewed and surveyed
developers on the design of run-time software configuration options. Accompanied by a
detailed survey on the current literature on the subject. Their interview and survey sug-
gests that additions of software configurations are often unplanned and by any developer.
This practice can sometimes make configurations hard to maintain as the responsibility
is unclear. Meanwhile, removing options can also be risky as it can break the software
system unintentionally. A side effect by this is that software systems can have a high
percentage of options that rarely change. Xu et al. [168] proposed a tool to support users
through inferring configuration requirements automatically. Through mining constraints
from the configuration space, their tool can expose misconfiguration vulnerabilities and
identify error-prone configuration design and handling.

Unlike previous research which heavily focuses on configurations for production soft-
ware, in this thesis we focus on dotfiles from the user space. Compared to production
software, many configurations in the user space do not have high focus on performance or
have a definitive approach to configuration. User-specific configurations are often tailored
to the specific developers need and often change over time.

3.2.2 Developer Workflow

Developers’ time and interest is a valuable resource. Many studies have focused on how
to develop or improve tools to increase developer productivity. More importantly, studies
have shown that tool choice does matter for developers [74]. And researchers have also
found surprising ways (e.g., on the toilet) of how developers discover new tools [92].

Current research often focuses on one particular tool or a specific set of tools, yet do not
look at the dynamics between the tools. For example, Schröder et al. [125] performed an
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empirical study on aliases used during command-line customization. Their study suggests
that developers mainly use aliases for shortcuts, modifications, and scripting. Johnson
et al. [69] investigated the reasons why developers look away from existing static anal-
ysis tools hoping to gain insight on how to improve them. In another study, Damevski
et al. [36] studied developer interactions in Visual Studio to detect potential usage prob-
lems. These efforts have the same goal to improve the developer efficiency, however choosing
and adopting the best practices and tools is a challenging task for developers [132]. Some
attempts have been performed to tackle this issue, for example, in a follow up study, Snipes
et al. [133] explored the possibility to gamify the process and received dividing feedback
from a pre-study survey.

Another heavily studied aspect of improving developer workflow is to provide improved
code completion. Tools and new implementations emerge on the topic often; they are highly
impactful and often causes excitement within the developer community. While these are
not directly related to the current research, given the prevalence and high amount of ac-
tivity related to text editors, we believe they could be relevant to the configuration of the
text editors. Noticeable recent events includes the introduction of entire line completion
by tabnine [142], language servers protocol by Microsoft [88] and GitHub Copilot [52].
Code completion research started from better recommendations from parsing source code
and API information [65] to leveraging statistical models [113] and machine learning tech-
niques [141] to provide better candidates. This feature can help developers write code
more quickly instead of continually referencing API documentation [102]. Such a system
often accompanies the basic AST parsing technique on IDEs and aims to provide a more
accurate prediction to developers. However, a recent study by Hellendoorn et al. [62] on
the real-word usage of completion have shown that despite many of the techniques works
particularly well on synthetic datasets, their performance can drop to only 20% accuracy
on hard tasks. In their study, they also find that most developers see the feature of code
completion as saving the number of keystrokes typed and do not worry too much about
the absolute accuracy of the prediction (i.e., the candidate showing up as first choice is not
as important as the candidate showing up in the selection).

In this thesis, we focused on dotfiles management by developers. Since dotfiles is a
collection of user-specific configurations, instead of focusing on a specific aspect and on
a specific purpose, our study is a high-level view of how these configuration are managed
and maintained over time.
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3.3 App Stores in Software Engineering Research

Overall most research do not directly study app stores, but instead either study the appli-
cations offered in the app store or specific non-technical attributes of an app store. We go
into detail discussing the differences and argue why in both cases the app store entity can
have an affect on the associated research.

3.3.1 Overview of App Store Research

Since the idea of an app store have only been popularized in the mobile age, To date,
research in this area has concentrated on a narrow set of app stores that primarily involves
mobile platforms. In both of the earliest work focusing on app stores, they have selected a
mobile app store as the investigation target. Harman et al. [61] proposed app stores as a
valid kind of software repository worthy of formal study within the broader research area
of mining software repositories; while their work was not specific to mobile app stores,
they used BlackBerry App World as their canonical example. Ruiz et al. [121] studied
the topic of reuse within app stores, focusing their work on Android Marketplace.4
In addition to them both tacitly used only mobile app stores, in both cases, no formal
definition of an “app store” was provided.

The heavy focus on the mobile scene, and the lack of treating stores as a proper platform,
can be universally observed across all app store research as suggested by a survey in 2016
focusing app store research. In the survey, Martin et al. [85] observed that studies have
often focused on only a few specific app stores, and have ignored comparisons between
app stores. The same results can be suggested from a more recent survey focusing on app
reviews, Dąbrowski et al. [35] found the median number of app stores studied to be 1, with
the maximum being 3.

In practice, we can observe situations where similar app stores would have different
impact on both users and developers. For example, in web extension stores, we can ob-
serve cases where the same extension is accepted in one store but rejected in another.5
Sometimes, even the same features from different app stores can behave differently, for
example, Lin et al. [80] found that reviews of games from Steam is dramatically different
from reviews of apps in mobile app stores.

4Android Marketplace has since been re-branded as Google Play.
5https://github.com/FastForwardTeam/FastForward/issues/704
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3.3.2 Involvement of App Stores in Software Engineering Research

To better understand app stores’ involvement in software engineering research, we re-
viewed relevant papers from the two flagship software engineering research conferences:
the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering (“ICSE”) and the ACM
SIGSOFT International Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering (“FSE”).
We used Google Scholar to find papers containing the keyword “app store” between January
2020 and April 2022 for the two conferences. We found a total of 34 such papers (listed in
Appendix A). We note that our efforts do not constitute a comprehensive literature survey;
instead, our goal was to gain an overview of how app stores are involved in recent research,
and why app stores matter in their context.

» Mining software applications — App stores have been extensively used as a mining
source of software applications. It can be observed in 20 of the 34 papers found. In these
papers, the major focus is often on another subject and app stores provide a source where
they can collect applications for either a data source or verification dataset. For example,
Zhan et al. [177] proposed an approach to detect software vulnerabilities in third-party
libraries of android applications. They leveraged the app store to collect a dataset to verify
the effectiveness of their approach. In these studies, the app store is both a convenient
and practical source of data collection. However, the involvement of app stores may not be
necessary since the purpose is to gather a dataset of application. In Yang et al.’s work [169],
they leveraged android applications from an existing dataset without the need to collect
from an app store. We argue that the importance of app stores in these types of studies is
the selection criteria performed by the researchers to collect applications from app stores.
These features can include star ratings, total downloads, app category.

» Mining app store artifacts — In these studies, researchers focused on unique software
artifacts that come from the operation of the app stores. App stores have a much heavier
involvement in these studies compared to the previous. App reviews is the major software
artifact the researchers focused on, where they leverage the data to identify features of
applications [165], locating bug reports [59], and detect undesired app behaviors [66]. One
interesting data we have observed is where van der Linden et al. [149] have leveraged the
developer contact information shared on app stores to send out surveys related to security
practices.
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3.3.3 Store-focused research

As stated above, we found that most recent research involving app stores focuses on the
applications they offer rather than on studying the app stores themselves; in particular,
most research in the domain focuses on the development of mobile applications. Meanwhile,
a few work have specifically considered app stores and their effects on software engineering,
but again these works focus heavily on mobile app stores.

In a recent paper, Al-Subaihin et al. [3] interviewed developers about how app stores
affect their software engineering tasks. They found that developers often leverage the
review section from similar applications to help with understanding the expected user
experience and anticipated features. App stores also provides a playground for releasing
beta version of apps to receive feedback from users. The built-in communication channels
also play a large role in informing development. The interviews suggest that developers pay
attention to viewing user requests in app store via channels such as reviews and forums.
The approval period of app stores affects how developers plan their release. App stores
introduce non-technical challenges in the development process. Given the app store model
of release, app store-specific metrics, such as total number of downloads, are considered
highly important to developers.

Running an app store presents both technical and non-technical challenges to the store
owner. Technical challenges include verifying that each app will install correctly, while
non-technical challenges include ensuring that the promotional information in the app’s
product page adheres to store guidelines. Wang et al. [153] investigated several Android
app stores in China and compared them to Google Play. Their study showed that these
stores were much less diligent in screening the apps they offered, with a significantly higher
presence of fake, cloned, and malicious apps than Google Play.
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Chapter 4

Understanding Question Discussions on
Stack Overflow

While Stack Overflow has become the largest knowledge base of Q&A content, it follows
a question and answer centric view of Q&A. Prior research on Stack Overflow also often
adopt a model of Q&A on the website as a two step process, where one user ask the
question and the other user provides an answer directly. However, upon investigating
Stack Overflow, we noticed a large amount of comments directly associated with questions
on the platform. In this chapter, our primary goal is to understand the user interactions
in question associated comments as question discussions.

Related publication An earlier version of the work described in this chapter has been
published in the following paper:

Wenhan Zhu, Haoxiang Zhang, Ahmed E. Hassan, Michael W. Godfrey. 2022.
An empirical study of question discussions on Stack Overflow. Empirical Soft-
ware Engineering.

4.1 Introduction

Stack Overflow is a technical question answering (Q&A) website widely used by developers
to exchange programming-related knowledge through asking, discussing, and answering
questions. The Q&A process on Stack Overflow creates a crowdsourced knowledge base
that provides a means for developers across the globe to collectively build and improve their
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knowledge on programming and its related technologies. Stack Overflow has become one
of the largest public knowledge bases for developers with more than 21.9 million questions
as of December 2021 [45]. A survey shows that retrieving information from Stack Overflow
is an essential daily activity for many software developers [139].

On Stack Overflow, users can ask, answer, and discuss questions, and each question can
receive multiple proposed answers. The user who asked the question (i.e., the “asker”) can
decide to mark one answer as accepted, indicating that it resolves their question authorita-
tively. While ultimately Q&A is the most important activity on Stack Overflow, users can
also post comments and/or start chat rooms that are tied to a specific post (i.e., question
or answer). In this chapter, we refer to comments and chat rooms messages on Stack
Overflow as discussions ; each discussion is associated with a single question (a question
discussion) or proposed answer (an answer discussion).

Researchers have extensively studied the questions and answers on Stack Overflow.
These studies ranged from finding out common question types [5] to predicting the best
answers [144]. The Q&A processes on Stack Overflow are commonly viewed as two inde-
pendent events by the studies. The first event is asking the question; this occurs when a
user posts a question on the platform. The second event is answering the question; this
normally occurs when another user posts an answer to a question. However, comment-
ing as a communication channel allows for user interactions beyond simple asking and
answering. A recent study has shown that comments can be helpful in the Q&A pro-
cess by providing support knowledge, such as code examples, references, and alternative
suggestions [126], whereas previous research has focused primarily on answer comments.
Some studies leverage answer comments to study the quality of answers on Stack Overflow.
For example, Zhang et al. [179] leveraged comments highlighting obsolete information re-
garding their associated answers. As a Q&A platform, most content on the platform is
consumed by viewers long after the question is answered. If misleading information exists
on the platform, it can convey false information within the community. Another study [28]
used comments as a sign of whether the community is aware of the security vulnerabilities
contained in the answer. Meanwhile, some studies have also focused on the presentation
of knowledge on Stack Overflow. These studies also approach the issue from the answer
perspective. One study [178] highlights that while users are reading answers on Stack
Overflow, they should not ignore the information contained in their associated comments.
In Zhang et al.’s next study [180], they showed that the current mechanisms on Stack
Overflow to display comments is not ideal and can hurt the users when they are reading
answers.

In this chapter, we focus on question comments. More specifically, we theorize that the
commenting activities form a discussion and our focus is to understand how the discussions
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affects the Q&A process on Stack Overflow. Unlike previous studies that mostly focus on
answer comments which occur after a question has been answered, in this chapter we focus
on question comments which can occur before the question is answered.

To help understand why it is important to study how question discussions integrate with
the Q&A process, we now consider a motivating example. Fig. 4.1 shows a question titled
“Unable to set the NumberFormat property of the Range class.”1.” Four minutes after the
question was asked, another user posted a comment — attached to the question — asking
for clarification on the problematic code snippet. A chat room was then created for the
asker and the user to continue the discussion in real-time. A consensus was reached in the
chat, and the results were summarized and posted as a proposed answer by the user, which
the asker designated as accepted. This example highlights how the process of asking and
answering questions is enabled by the discussion mechanisms of commenting and chatting,
allowing a resolution to be reached quickly. That is, the question discussion can serve as a
simple and effective socio-technical means to achieving closure on the question.

Figure 4.1: An example of the Q&A process involving discussions: (A) a user (the “asker”)
asked a question; (B) another user (the “answerer”) started discussing with the asker in the
comment thread; (C) the question was further clarified then resolved in the chat room; (D)
the content of the comments and chat messages that led to the resolution of the question
were summarized as an answer, which was marked as the accepted answer by the asker.

In this chapter, we use the Stack Overflow data dump from December 2021 [45] as our
dataset; this dataset contains 43.6 million comments and 1.5 million chat messages. We

1https://stackoverflow.com/questions/10801537/
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use this data to explore the nature of question discussions and how they integrate with
the crowdsourced Q&A process on Stack Overflow. To make this study easy to follow, we
use the following notations to refer to different groups of questions observed within the
dataset:

Symbol Meaning # in dataset

Qdisc Questions with comments 13.0 M
Qchat Questions with chat rooms (and comments) 27,146
Qnd Questions with no discussions 9.0 M
Qa Questions with answers 18.8 M
Qd/a Questions with both discussions and answers 10.5 M
Qd/aa Questions with both discussions and accepted answers 6.1 M
Qhd/a Questions with both discussions with “hidden comments”2 and

answers
1.6 M

Specifically, we investigate and answer three research questions (RQs):

RQ1: How prevalent are question discussions on Stack Overflow?

We found that question discussions occur in 59.2% of the questions on Stack Over-
flow. More specifically, 13.0 million questions have comments (i.e., Qdisc) with a
median of 3 comments, and 27,146 questions have chat rooms (i.e., Qchat). The pop-
ularity of question discussions is also increasing, with the proportion of questions
with discussions nearly doubling from 32.3% in 2008 to 59.3% in 2018. Question
discussions exist in all phases of the Q&A process on Stack Overflow. In questions
that are both discussed and have an accepted answer (i.e., Qd/aa), discussions in
80.6% of the questions begin before the accepted answer was posted. We found that
the duration of question discussions can extend beyond the Q&A process: In 28.5%
of Qd/aa , question discussions begin before the first answer and continue after the
accepted answer is posted; and in 19.4% of Qd/aa , question discussions begin after
the question receives its accepted answer.

RQ2: To what extent do users participate in question discussions?

We found that 16.0% (i.e., 2.6 million) of registered users on Stack Overflow have
2In Stack Overflow, comments are “hidden” (i.e., elided from view) by default when there are six or

more attached to the same question.
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participated in question discussions, which is comparable to the number of users
who have answered questions (i.e., 16.7%). Question discussions allow askers and
answerers to communicate with each other directly, enabling fast exchanges on the
issues of concern. For questions that have both discussions and answers (i.e., Qd/a),
we found that as the number of comments increases, both askers and answerers were
more likely to participate in the question discussions. Also, we found that when there
are six or more comments present (i.e., Qhd/a), then there is a high likelihood of both
askers (90.3%) and answerers (51.9%) participating in the discussions.

RQ3: How do question discussions affect the question answering process on
Stack Overflow?

Question discussions tend to lead to more substantial updates to the body of the
original question. For example, a median of 114 characters are added to the question
body when the question discussion has a chat room instance (i.e., Qchat). While most
other questions have no change in their question body length, a larger proportion of
questions with comments are revised, with an increase in the question body length
compared to questions with no discussion. Questions with more comments receive
answers more slowly, with a Spearman correlation of ρ = 0.709 between the number
of comments and the answer-receiving-time for the first answer.

The main contribution of this chapter is to highlight that discussions are an integral
part of the Q&A process on Stack Overflow. Compared to the common assumptions that
asking and answering questions are separate events in many studies, our work suggests
that a large proportion of questions on Stack Overflow are answered after interactions
between askers and answerers in question discussions. Our study suggests that question
discussions is a very common activity comparable to answering activity on Stack Overflow.
Question discussions have a high active user base (i.e., 16.0% of active users), and are
also comparable to answering (i.e., 16.7% of active users). We also observed a strong
correlation between the number of comments and the question answering speed, suggesting
that question discussions have an impact on creating answers. Our findings suggest that
question discussions can facilitate the Q&A process since they provide a means for askers
and potential answerers to communicate throughout the Q&A process.
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4.2 Data Collection

We use the Stack Overflow data dump from December 2021 [45]. The data dump is a
snapshot of the underlying database used by Stack Overflow; it contains all meta-data for
each comment, such as which user posted the comment and which question the comment is
associated with. We mainly used the Posts and Comments table from the dataset to extract
the required information. The data dump also contains the history of each question, via
the PostHistory table. We analyze the history of each question to reconstruct the timeline
of when the question was created, edited, commented, and answered.

Data about chat rooms is not contained in the Stack Overflow data dump; instead,
we collected it manually by crawling the Stack Overflow website itself.3 We also labeled
the chat room instances based on whether they are general4, attached to a question, or
attached to an answer based on the structure of the crawled data. After cross-referencing
their associated question IDs with the Stack Overflow data dump, we removed chat room
discussions that are unrelated to programming, such as those on Meta Stack Overflow
which focuses on the operation of Stack Overflow itself. This left us with a total of 27,312
chat rooms comprising 1.5 million messages that are associated with 27,146 questions as of
December 2021. Fig. 4.2 shows the detailed extraction process of chat rooms from Stack
Overflow.

Stack Overflow
Datadump  
(Dec. 2021)

Stack Overflow 
(Dec. 2021)

Cross  
Reference

Question related
chat rooms

Data  
Cleaning

Chat rooms associated
with questions 

(27,312)

Figure 4.2: An overview for the creation of Qchat (questions with chat rooms)

3We’ve made our dataset open access on Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/record/5516190
4General chat rooms are standard chat rooms on Stack Overflow that are not associated with a question

or an answer.
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4.3 Study Results

In this section, we explore the underlying motivation, the approach taken, and the results
of our three research questions (RQs) concerning question discussions on Stack Overflow.

4.3.1 RQ1: How prevalent are question discussions on Stack Over-
flow?

Motivation: As a technical Q&A platform related to programming, Stack Overflow hosts
a large number of questions [145]. From the user’s point of view, creating an answer can
be challenging since the initial version of a question is often incomplete or ambiguous. For
this reason, potential answerers may first wish to engage the asker in a discussion to clarify
their intent and possibly seek additional context, which is typically done using comments
attached to the question. If the discussion proves to be fruitful, the user may then post
an answer based on the discussion; also, the asker may decide to edit the original question
to clarify the intent for other readers. Example 4.3.1 shows a comment pointing out a
confounding issue in the original question. After the discussions, the asker acknowledged
the issue and edited the original question for clarity.

A prior study showed that active tutoring through discussions in chat rooms can sub-
stantially improve the quality of newly posted questions by novice users [49]. However, it is
labor intensive to provide such tutoring with an average of more than 7,000 new questions
posted per day on Stack Overflow in 2019. At the same time, there has been no detailed
study of question discussions as yet; in this RQ, we explicitly study question discussions
to gain a better understanding of their prevalence in the Q&A process.
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Example 1

In a comment linked to a question titled: “Write to Excel — Reading CSV with
Pandas & Openpyxl - Python.”5, a user observed that the example CSV file given
in the question did not follow the CSV standard, and suggested the asker to double
check the input format.

Comment:

The structure of the first three lines doesn’t match the structure of lines 5
onwards so you cannot read this file with a CSV library. Please check the
provenance of the file and what it should look like. I suspect you probably
want to skip the first four lines.

Approach: We begin our study of the prevalence of question discussions by investigating
the trend in the number and proportion of question discussions over the years. We dis-
tinguish between answered questions with and without an accepted answer to investigate
whether there exists a difference between the two groups of questions.

Figure 4.3: Timeline of question thread events. Question discussions can occur at any time
since the creation of a question.

We then study when question discussions occur relative to key events in the Q&A
process. After a question is posted on Stack Overflow, several different types of follow-up
events may occur, as illustrated by Fig. 4.3. For example, after a question is posted any
of the following can occur:

5https://stackoverflow.com/questions/48956597/
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• other users can propose answers to the question;

• users can post comments to discuss either the question or the associated answers;

• the asker can mark one of the answers as accepted ; and

• the question (and proposed answers) can be edited for clarity.

For each question, we construct the timeline consisting of each event, and we analyze
the prevalence of question discussions with respect to other Q&A activities. Here, we focus
mainly on two key events: when the question receives its first answer, and when it receives
the accepted answer.

Results: Stack Overflow questions are discussed by 43.6 million comments and
1.5 million chat messages, forming a large dataset of community question dis-
cussions, in addition to the 22.0 million questions and 32.7 million answers. The
proportion of questions with discussions also nearly doubled from 32.3% in 2008 to 59.3%
in 2013, and has remained roughly stable since then. Fig. 4.4a shows the number and
proportion of questions with discussions per year, and Fig. 4.4b suggests a similar trend
for questions with an accepted answer. Since a question may receive its first comment
several years later, it is likely that the proportion of recent years will increase slightly in
the future.

Question discussions occur throughout the Q&A process, ranging from be-
fore the first answering event to after the accepted answer is posted. Fig. 4.5
shows the proportion of question discussions relative to answering events in the Q&A pro-
cess. The height of the band across each vertical line indicates the proportion of questions
with a specific activity occurring in that phases of a question thread’s life cycle. For ex-
ample, from the left-most bar, all questions can be split into two groups: questions with
discussions (Qdisc) and questions without discussions (Qnd). The top band (with strata
in blue) represents 59.2% of the questions with discussions and the bottom band (with
strata in red) represents 40.8% of the questions without any discussions. Flowing from left
to right, the strata in blue and red continue to represent the questions with and without
discussions until the right most band where it represent the final answering status of the
question.

In Qd/a , 76.2% (i.e., 8.0 million) of the question discussions begin before
the first answer is posted, suggesting an influence of question discussions on
answering activities. Furthermore, 80.6% (i.e., 4.9 million) of the question discussions
begin before the accepted answer is posted, indicating a slightly more active involvement
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(a) All questions

(b) Questions with the accepted answer

Figure 4.4: The number and proportion of questions with comments

of question discussions in Qd/aa . In answered and solved questions of Qchat , 59.1% (i.e.,
12,507) of the chat activities begin before the first answer is received, and 72.9% (i.e.,
10,172) of the chat activities begin before the accepted answer is posted.

The early occurrence of question discussions in the Q&A process suggests that they
enable interested users to engage with the asker informally, to allow for clarification. In
Example 4.3.1, 13 minutes after the question was initially posted, a user asked for a concrete
example that can demonstrate the problem the asker had. The asker then updated the
question with the requested information. The question was answered 15 minutes later,
incorporating the newly added information based on the discussions.
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Figure 4.5: Question discussion with respect to answering events during the Q&A process.
The blue bands represent questions with discussions and the red bands represent questions
without discussions.

Example 2

A user comments to ask for information in a question titled “Can I modify the text
within a beautiful soup tag without converting it into a string?”6

Comment:

UserB: Please give an example html that demonstrates the problem.
Thanks. [2014-09-16 13:15]
UserA (the asker): Just added some example html, sorry about that.
[2014-09-16 13:20]

In 28.5% (i.e., 1.7 million) of Qd/aa , the discussions begin before the accepted
answer has been received, and continue after the accepted answer is posted.
Furthermore, 19.4% (i.e., 1.2 million) of the question discussions begin after
the accepted answer is posted. These findings indicate that the community may

6https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25869533/
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continue to discuss questions even after the asker has designated a “best” answer that solves
their problem [9]. This may be due to the fact that software development technologies
tend to evolve rapidly; old “truths” may need to be updated over time, and additional
discussions may provide new insights despite the asker considering the question to be
solved. Example 4.3.1 shows a comment that pointed out a potential security vulnerability
in the code snippet 5 years after the initial question is posted.

Example 3

A user posted a comment to warn about a potential security vulnerability 5 years
after a question was posted.”7

Comment:

Beware. If you’ve configured your Struts application in this particu-
lar way (setting ‘alwaysSelectFullNamespace’ to ‘true’), your applica-
tion is very likely vulnerable to CVE-2018-11776: semmle. com/ news/
apache-struts-CVE-2018-11776

RQ1 Summary:

There are 44.6 million comments and 1.5 million chat room messages in our dataset,
which forms a large corpus of question discussion activities on Stack Overflow. Since
the introduction of comments, the popularity of question discussions has nearly doubled
from 32.3% in 2008 to 59.3% in 2013 and has remained stable since. The occurrence of
question discussions is prevalent throughout the Q&A process. While question discus-
sions in most questions (76.2% in Qd/a and 80.6% in Qd/aa) begin before the answering
activities, question discussions can continue or even begin after the accepted answer is
posted.

7https://stackoverflow.com/questions/17690956/
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4.3.2 RQ2: To what extent do users participate in question dis-
cussions?

Motivation: The crowdsourced Q&A process on Stack Overflow is driven by user par-
ticipation. In addition to the questions and answers, question discussions are also part
of the user-contributed content on Stack Overflow. In this RQ, we explore how different
users participate in question discussions, to better understand how question discussions
facilitate the Q&A process.

We focus on two aspects of user participation. First, we investigate the overall user
participation in question discussions on Stack Overflow. We note that in RQ1, we observed
a high proportion of questions with discussions; here, we focus on the users who partici-
pate in question discussions. Second, we change the scope to focus on the question-level
discussion participation. We are interested in what other activities that the participating
users join in on. For example, did the user ask the question in the first place, or did the
user post an answer for the question.

Approach: To study user participation in question discussions and gain an overall idea of
the popularity of discussion activities compared to other activities on Stack Overflow, we
extract from the data dump the list of all users who contributed content to Stack Overflow.
In particular, we sought users who asked, answered, or discussed questions; we note that
while other activities, such as voting, may help the community, we do not consider these
activities in our study as they do not directly contribute content. We also ignored activity
related to answer discussions, as it was outside of the scope of our investigations.

We extracted the unique UserIDs from all questions, answers, and question comments
to build the groups of users who participated in each of those activities. We then compared
the intersection between the different sets of users to determine which of them participated
in multiple types of activities on Stack Overflow.

Results: 2.6 million (i.e., 16.0%) users on Stack Overflow have participated in
question discussions. Fig. 4.6 shows the overlap of the number of users participating in
different activities on Stack Overflow. We observe that 95.7% of users who participated in
question discussions also asked questions on Stack Overflow, and 50.9% of them answered
questions.

In 60.0% of Qd/a (i.e., 7.8 million), askers participate in the question dis-
cussions and in 34.1% of Qd/a (i.e., 3.6 million), an answerer participated in
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Askers who discussed
questions 
2,498,877

Answerers who
discussed questions 

1,328,902

Askers 
4,388,544

Answerers 
2,037,005

All Users 
16,279,655

Users with Q&A 
1,599,958

Users with Q&A and
discussed questions 

1,227,601

56.9% 65.2% 

76.7% 

Users without Q&A 
10,768,861

Users without Q&A who
discussed questions 

9,316*

0.1% 

58.8%36.5%

27.0% 16.7% 66.1%

*This situation is technically not possible according to Stack Overflow's rules. However, due to untracked deletions, users may appear
to have never participated in Q&A

Figure 4.6: The number of users who participate in different types of activities on Stack
Overflow, and the number and proportion of users who participate in question discussions.

the question discussion. The involvement of askers and answerers suggest that the two
parties often leverage question discussions as a collaboration medium.

We further investigate the trend of the proportion of questions with askers and answer-
ers in question discussions as the number of comments increases. When the number of
comments increases, a higher proportion of questions have askers and answer-
ers participating. Fig. 4.7 shows the trend of the proportion of askers and answerers
participating in question discussions as the number of comments increases. When there
are at least 6 comments associated with a question (i.e., when Stack Overflow starts to
hide additional comments), askers are present in at least 90.3% of the question discus-
sions and answerers are present in at least 51.9% of the question discussions. Moreover,
when answerers are present in a question discussion, 79.3% (i.e., 2.8 million)
of the answerers and 81.1% (i.e., 1.5 million) of the accepted answerers joined
the question’s discussions before posting the answers. The increasing proportion
and early engagements of answerers in question discussions suggest that users are actively
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leveraging the question discussions as a communication channel to facilitate the answering
of questions.

Figure 4.7: The proportion of question discussions with the participation of askers and
answerers
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RQ2 Summary:

2.6 million (i.e., 16.0%) users on Stack Overflow have participated in question discus-
sions. These users overlap heavily with users who asked and answered questions on
Stack Overflow. In Qd/a , 60.0% of the questions have the asker participating in the
question discussion and 34.1% of the questions have an answerer participating in the
question discussion. The proportion of questions with askers and answerers participat-
ing in question discussions increases as the number of comments increases. When at
least 6 comments are present, more than 90.3% of the discussions have askers partici-
pating and more than 51.9% have answerers participating. In 79.3% of Qd/a (81.1% of
Qd/aa), the answerer (accepted answerer) participated in the question discussion before
they posted the answer (accepted answer).

4.3.3 RQ3: How do question discussions affect the question an-
swering process on Stack Overflow?

Motivation: On Stack Overflow, questions serve as a starting point for curating crowd-
sourced knowledge. Devising a good question can also be a challenging task [22]. To
encourage users to ask high-quality questions, in late 2019 Stack Overflow modified its
reputation system to reward more reputation points on upvotes for questions, increasing
the points rewarded from 5 to 10.8 As noted previously, a question can have several follow-
up answers; also, discussions can be associated with either the question or its answers.
Questions (and answers) may be edited and revised by their original author, and this hap-
pens commonly.9 This may be done to reflect new knowledge learned though the Q&A
process, and to improve the quality of the posts themselves. In practice, some revisions
are editorial or presentational in nature, such as fixing typos and formatting content for
readability; however, questions are also edited to improve the quality of the crowdsourced
knowledge [68]. Baltes et al. [14] observed that comments have a closer temporal rela-
tionship with edits than posts (i.e., a question or an answer), that is, the time difference
between comments and post edits are smaller compared to comments and post creations.
Typically, this happens for clarification purposes as answers and discussions shed new light
on the original problem. For example, sometimes the asker’s question may not include
enough technical detail to be easily answered; similarly, the asker may conflate several
issues into one posting. In these cases, the asker may seek to clarify the content of their

8https://stackoverflow.blog/2019/11/13/were-rewarding-the-question-askers/
9Comments may be deleted by their author, but they may not be edited in place.
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question by adding new context or editing out extraneous details. Also, sometimes new
answers emerge to older questions as the accompanying technologies evolve. Thus, it is
important to recognize that the question discussions can affect the evolution of the ques-
tion itself; the question version that appears to a casual reader may have evolved since its
original posting.

In this RQ, we study how question discussions are associated with the evolution of
questions. More specifically, we study the association between the number of comments
and question revisions; we do so to better understand how question discussions affect the
evolution of the question content. We also study the association between the number of
comments and the answer-receiving-time to explore how question discussions affect the
Q&A process.

Approach: To understand how question discussions affect the evolution of questions,
we first study the correlation between question discussions and question revisions. Here,
we are mainly interested in the scale of question edits in terms of the size of question
content change in the question body. Specifically, we calculate the change in the number
of characters in the question body between its initial version and the current version. We
also categorize all questions into three groups, i.e., questions with no discussions (Qnd),
questions with comments (Qdisc), and questions with chat rooms (Qchat). For each question
from any category, we calculate the character length difference between the current version
of the question and its initial version to investigate how question discussions are associated
with the changes in the question content over a question’s lifetime.

To understand how question discussions associate with the speed of question answer-
ing, we study the correlation between the number of received comments before answering
activities and the answer-receiving-time. Similar to RQ1, here we investigate the answer-
receiving-time of two different answering events: the answer-receiving-time for the first
answer (i.e., tFA) and the answer-receiving-time for the accepted answer (i.e., tAA). For
each question, we compute both tFA and tAA. We then group the questions by the number
of received comments before the first answer and accepted answer respectively. Finally, we
measure the Spearman correlation [137] between the number of comments and the median
tFA (tAA) for questions with the same number of received comments before the first answer
(accepted answer) is posted.

Results: Questions with chat rooms are more likely to be revised than ques-
tions without chat rooms, with a median size increase of 114 characters. Ques-
tions without chat rooms, on the other hand, do not exhibit a net change in size, although
such questions may still receive edits. Thus, the existence of a chat room attached to a
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question makes it more likely that the question will undergo significant revision. Fig. 4.8
shows the distribution of questions by the change in question body length after the question
is posted, according to different levels of question discussion activities. From the figure, we
can observe that while Qnd and Qchat share the same median and modal of zero characters
change in question body length, a higher proportion of questions with comments receive
revisions that lead to an increase in the question body length.

Figure 4.8: The distribution of the number of questions to the change in question body
character length after the question is posted at different levels of question discussion activity

Overall, the number of comments is strongly correlated with both tFA (i.e.,
ρ = 0.709, p ≪ 0.05) and tAA (i.e., ρ = 0.806, p ≪ 0.05). Fig. 4.9 shows the median tFA

and tAA of questions with respect to the number of received comments before their respected
answering events. Questions with many discussions also take a longer time to answer. One
possibility is that the difficulty of these questions is also higher, therefore requiring more
effort by the users to have an extended discussion before the question can be answered.
At the same time, for the answer-receiving-time of Qchat , we find that it takes a median
of 5,935 secs (i.e., 1.6 hrs) and 8,438.5 secs (i.e., 2.3 hrs) to receive the first answer and
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the accepted answer. The answering time follows the same trend of more discussions, i.e.,
a longer answering time. The strong correlation between the number of comments that
a question receives and the answer-receiving-time suggests a close relationship between
question discussions and creating answers. Our findings suggest that after a question is
asked, interested users may offer help first in comments when an answer can’t be created
immediately. Therefore, they begin the Q&A process by discussing with the asker through
commenting. This is also supported by our observations in RQ1 and RQ2 where discussions
mainly begin before answering and a high proportion of answerers participate in question
discussions.

Figure 4.9: Median answer-receiving-time with respect to the number of comments that
are posted before the answer. The median is only calculated for questions with answers
and questions with accepted answers respectively.
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RQ3 Summary:

Question revisions for Qchat are more likely to lead to larger edits in the question body,
with a median increase of 114 characters to the question body. A strong correlation
exists between the answer-receiving-time and number of comments before the answer,
suggesting its close relationship with answering activities.

4.4 Implications and Discussions

4.4.1 Feedback From the Community

We shared our empirical observations on Meta Stack Overflow10, where users share ideas
and discuss the operation of Stack Overflow. We are glad that the users from the commu-
nity find our observations align with their personal experiences with question discussions
on Stack Overflow.

Some users also shared their personal experiences of leveraging question discussions.
For example, one user stated “Many questions are very localized (i.e. help only the OP
(Original Poster)) and very easy to answer (i.e. obvious to anyone who has any experience).
For these, writing a proper answer, with explanations, seems like a waste of time.” It
supports our theory that question discussions provide a means for alternative response
than an answer. For questions with no answers, users may still find enough information in
the question discussion that can be helpful.

Other users also noticed that question discussions may be a sign of new users not
realizing the edit feature for questions, “One thing I’ve noticed is that new users don’t
seem to realize they can edit their questions. When asked for clarity, they often (attempt
to) dump great chunks of information in a comment.” The observation is supported by
another user who stated “I always add a suggestion to [edit] the question unless I am sure
the user knows how to do it. Such a suggestion is not offensive, and provides the user a
convenient button to edit.” These observations also aligns with our findings that discussed
questions are often edited more in RQ3.

Some users observed that comments can be deleted on Stack Overflow; future studies
may wish to investigate this practice. Since Stack Overflow data dumps capture only a
static copy of the website, researchers could monitor newly posted questions in real-time
to capture deleted comments.

10https://meta.stackoverflow.com/questions/416059/
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Another observation the community raised is that “easy questions are often answered
in comments”. Users indicate that they find writing a quick comment can often help the
asker quickly. However, this also introduces noise to the platform, and the reader may be
uncertain where to look for such information.

4.4.2 Suggestions for Researchers

While Stack Overflow is the dominating platform for Q&A activities for developers, Q&A
also exists in other platforms and often in other forms. Future research can focus on
the differences between Q&A platforms to better understand the developer’s preferences
when asking questions. A better understanding of developer’s Q&A needs can help us
build better platforms and tools to preserve the information from the Q&A sessions across
platforms and improve the knowledge retrieval of the information for future users.

Include discussions when modeling Stack Overflow. Many current studies have
considered asking and answering questions as isolated events. After a question is posted,
other users will read the question and try to answer it. However, our study suggests a
different story for many questions. Discussions in the form of comments occur at large
scale for questions on Stack Overflow. The prevalence of question discussions with askers
and answerers participating significantly in them suggests that they play a key role in
the overall Q&A process; consequently, any empirical study of the Stack Overflow Q&A
process has much to gain by explicitly considering question discussions in their modeling.
For example, many tools have been proposed by researchers to support developers by
leveraging Stack Overflow as a knowledge base [21, 147, 176]. While, these tools mined
the content of questions and answers to retrieve relevant information for developers, they
do not leverage the information that is contained in question discussions. By considering
question discussion in their modeling, we believe the effectiveness of these tools can be
further improved with more information.

Design automated tools to highlight information in question discussions.
Stack Overflow’s overwhelming success with the international software development com-
munity is due largely to the high quality of its content, in the form of questions and answers
with accompanying discussions. However, maintaining the quality and relevance of such a
large knowledge base is a challenging task; a recent study found that low quality posts hurt
the reputation of Stack Overflow [110]. Because programming technologies evolve quickly,
the detailed information in the questions and answers can become obsolete [179] and re-
quires continual updating. Therefore maintaining a high quality and up to date knowledge
base is very important for its users. For this reason, Stack Overflow allows users to edit
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questions and answers even after a clear consensus has arisen. Stack Overflow, as a major
source of information for developers, currently does not have any mechanisms that are
dedicated to the maintenance of knowledge on the platform. Since knowledge maintenance
is essential to the community, our study shows that users leverage question discussion to
aid the maintenance of knowledge in the question content. Previous studies have also ob-
served similar phenomena in answers [179, 135]. We suggest future research to focus on
the evolution of knowledge on Stack Overflow via commenting behavior to extract best
practices of the process. By understanding the evolution of knowledge content on Stack
Overflow, we can design better mechanisms on the platform to better support the com-
munity effort in maintaining knowledge. For example, there could be report buttons for
questions and answers that can raise flags regarding false information, legacy information,
or potential security flaws. Questions with such flags can be then examined by other users
and therefore maintaining a knowledge base that is up to date.

4.4.3 Suggestions for Q&A Platform Designers

Stack Overflow uses a gamification system based on reputation and badges to reward users
who participate in the Q&A process; for example, upvotes on questions and answers re-
ward the original poster with reputation points. However, at present upvotes for comments
do not boost the reputation of the commenter, so their system does not currently reward
participation in discussions.11 Since so much effort is put into discussions — as evidenced
by the presence of 43.6 million comments and 1.5 million chat messages in the 2021 data
dump — this seems like a missed opportunity. Stack Overflow could reward those users
who, through their participation in discussions, help to clarify, explore, and otherwise
improve the questions and answers themselves; our studies here have shown just how influ-
ential question discussions can be on improving the quality of the questions and answers.
Rewarding participation in discussions would create a positive feedback loop in the Stack
Overflow gamification system, which would in turn encourage more users to engage in
discussions.

Acknowledge discussions as essential in the Q&A, and design systems that
incorporate the users’ need for discussions. A good piece of shareable knowledge
starts with a good question, and Stack Overflow has practices to help ensure high quality
questions. For example, when novice users (i.e., users with newly registered accounts) first
ask questions, they are led through an interactive guide on how to ask a good question.
The guide includes both conventions (e.g., tag the question) and best practices for asking

11https://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/17364/
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questions (e.g., include what has been attempted to solve the question). Although Stack
Overflow already has a detailed walk-through on how to ask a good question, we observed
that in practice, discussing and revising questions remains commonplace. At the same time,
crowdsourced Q&A is a labor intensive process; for example, a question may take time to
attract the “right” answerers or a question may be hard to understand without clarification.
In exploring RQ3, we observed that questions with extended discussions — especially those
that continue into a chat room — tend to receive more edits to the question body. We
conjecture that question discussions can serve as a feedback loop for the asker, resulting
in improvements to the questions through subsequent edits. Our observation also echoes a
previous study which shows that tutoring novice users before they post their questions can
improve the quality of their question [49]. We wonder if a question quality assurance “bot”
might be able to leverage the question discussion data and mining the discussion patterns
to further support askers in efficiently getting answers through crowdsourced Q&A.

Offer real-time Q&A for urgent question asking, and encourage users to or-
ganize the information for future reading. Question discussions offer a means for
askers and answerers to communicate with each other during the Q&A process. Currently,
chat rooms are triggered automatically once three back-and-forth comments occur between
two users. However, there are cases where two users may wish to start a live conversation
immediately. For example, traditionally in the open source community, it is suggested to
ask urgent questions in an IRC channel to receive an immediate response [115]. However,
when users do so, the information during the Q&A session will be buried in the IRC chat
log. On the other hand, if a user were to ask the question on Stack Overflow, in exchange
for not having an instant response, the Q&A information will remain easily accessible by
the public. While Stack Overflow already offers chat rooms as a means for instant and
real-time communication, currently the chat room triggering mechanism in posting com-
ments is an inefficient communication channel for such need. There exists a potential for
users to choose between a synchronous or asynchronous discussion through chat rooms or
comments, respectively. For example, Stack Overflow could build in a feature that allows
users to indicate if they are available online, and are waiting for an answer. When other
users see the indicator, they could directly start discussions in chat rooms, and later update
the content of the question based on the discussion. An intelligent communication channel
selection bot could be designed to help users seek an effective type of communication by
mining the historical data of communication preferences. Furthermore, a content summa-
rization tool could be designed to extract pertinent information from both comments and
chat rooms, for future users to better understand the context of the evolution of a question.
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4.5 Threats to Validity

» External Validity — Threats to external validity relate to the generalizability of our find-
ings. In our study, we focus on question discussions on technical Q&A on Stack Overflow,
which is the largest and most popular Q&A platform for programming related questions.
As a result our results may not generalize to other Q&A platforms (e.g., CodeProject12

and Coderanch13). To mitigate this threat, future work can consider studying more Q&A
platforms.

Another threat is that the studied Stack Overflow data dump only the current copy of
Stack Overflow’s website data. For example, users are allowed to delete their comments,
answers, and questions. This means that when users delete their comments, they are
expunged from the dataset, and we are unaware of how those comments might have affected
the rest of the discussion. This concern is also shared by community members as one user
stated “the majority of the comments ever posted on Stack Overflow are probably deleted.”
Meanwhile, since there is always a valid reason for a comment to be removed, another users
suggested that “it’s actually good that deleted comments are not public and Stack Overflow
data dumps only capture the snapshot at the time it was taken. We don’t want this kind
of comments (i.e., rude/abusive comments14) to linger for more than a quarter. . . ” Since
Stack Overflow releases their data dump quarterly, we perform a comparison between the
data dump from Dec. 2019 and the data dump from Dec. 2021. From the 32.9 million
question comments in 2019, only 2.1% (i.e., 689,476) comments have been deleted in the
newer data dump. So in other words, we are unable to monitor comments that were posted
and deleted within the releases of two data dumps. But if the comment survived initially,
it’ll likely last.

» Internal Validity — Threats to interval validity relate to experimental errors and bias.
Our analysis is based on the data dump of Stack Overflow from December 2021 (the
comment dataset) and web crawling in December 2021 (the chat room dataset). While the
difference between the data dump and chat room crawling is only a month, Stack Overflow
as a dynamic platform is subject to change and the data itself can evolve. Future work can
assess our observations on new data and evaluate whether our findings continue to hold
over time.

» Construct Validity — Since the Stack Overflow data dump not include chat room-related
data, we mined that data directly from the Stack Overflow website. This means that our

12https://www.codeproject.com/
13https://coderanch.com/
14https://meta.stackoverflow.com/questions/326494/
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crawler and the collected data may be subject to errors (e.g., crawler timeout). We mitigate
this issue by manually checking a subset of the collected data and verified the correctness
of the scripts.

4.6 Conclusions

Question discussions are an integral part of the Q&A process on Stack Overflow, serving
as an auxiliary communication channel for many developers whose technical information
needs are not fully met within their nominal work environment. Question discussions occur
throughout all phases of the Q&A process, especially before questions are answered. In
76.2% of Qd/a and 80.6% of Qd/aa , the question discussions begin before the first answer
and the accepted answer is posted; furthermore, 19.4% of the question discussions begin
even after the accepted answer is posted. Question discussions allow askers and potential
answerers to interact and solve the question before posting an answer. In Qd/a , askers
participate in 60.0% (i.e., 7.8 million) of the questions discussions and answerers participate
in 34.1% (i.e., 3.6 million) of question discussions. When the number of comments increases,
a higher proportion of questions are participated by askers and answerers. The answer-
receiving-time of a question is strongly correlated (i.e., with a Spearman correlation of
ρ = 0.709) with the number of comments a question receives before its first answer. We
believe that our study of question discussions can be leveraged in several ways to improve
the Q&A process. For example, an automated triaging system could suggest an appropriate
communication channel; also, bots could be designed to warn about questions that seem
unclear and might require further clarification.
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Chapter 5

Understanding the Practice of
Maintaining User-Specific Configuration
Files

Software developers leverage tools in the software development process to increase their
productivity. Developers often customize the tools they use to suit their preference. The
customizations are often stored in hidden plain-text files following the UNIX tradition.
As a convention, these files are often referred to as dotfiles . There has been a lack of
research in understanding how developers manage their dotfiles . Some studies have looked
at specific customizations for specific tools, such as for shell aliases and bash scripts. In
this chapter, we perform an empirical study to understand the practices of maintaining
user-specific configuration files through the analysis of publicly shared dotfiles repositories.

Related publication An earlier version of the work is currently in the process of
submission.

Wenhan Zhu, Michael W. Godfrey. An empirical study on dotfile repositories
containing user-specific configuration files

5.1 Introduction

Tools are essential in software development. Studies have shown that familiarity with
tools can significantly increase developer productivity [70]. Given the complexity and
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diversity of software development tasks, software tools are often designed to be highly
versatile, with a huge selection of configuration options; some also support scripting, which
enables developers to construct complex customized usage scenarios. Furthermore, some
configuration options are based purely on user preferences (e.g., shell aliases, editor color
scheme), thus no optimal configuration exists for all usage scenarios. As a convention,
user-configuration files are often referred to as dotfiles . Detailed information regarding the
history of the name dotfile can be find in Section 2.2.

To illustrate the importance of dotfiles in software development, we present a motivat-
ing example of configuring “hotkey” commenting/decommenting in the text editor Vim.
Fig. 5.1 presents a simple configuration that defines two “hotkeys” to allow Vim users to
add or remove C -style comments in source code with a single key-press.

1 nnoremap <F2> :norm ^i// <C-[>
2 nnoremap <F3> :norm ^3x<C-[>

Figure 5.1: Simple configuration for toggling comments in Vim

While this short configuration is functional, there is room for customization. When the
configuration is publicly available, through GitHub or a community wiki, other users may
leverage the configuration as a base point and adapt the configuration for improvement
or personal use. For example, another user may wish to change the configuration to use
different hotkeys that they prefer; or, they may improve the script to support commenting
in additional programming languages (e.g., # in Bash). If these changes are shared back
to the community, the author of the original configuration may adapt their own script to
add the improvements.

This process of sharing dotfiles is similar to what Eric Raymond described as the bazaar
type [114] of open source development. In current days, most users of Vim will likely use
a plugin manager, and leverage a plugin to take care of commenting functionality. We
want to highlight that the customizability of software tools enable users to adapt the
tool to their own use case. Meanwhile, with a collection of user customizations, we can
understand the usage of the tools in real-world scenarios and in turn help improve the
tools. For example, it is now very hard to find a text editor without the feature of hotkey
commenting already built-in. We believe this is due to later tools learning from earlier
tools in user customizations.

Although there is a vast body of empirical research on how software developers use their
tools [69, 36, 133, 92, 74], at the same time there has been little study of how developer
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manage their dotfiles over the long term. In practice, we believe that dotfile owners want
their files to be copied and adapted by others, so they will often store them in a dotfiles
repository under a version control system (VCS) such as Git , and host the repository
publicly on code hosting platforms such as GitHub.

In this work, we study dotfiles that have been publicly shared on GitHub to better
understand the practice of maintaining user-configuration files. We collect the dotfiles
repositories from GitHub using popularity and activity metrics with the help of GHTor-
rent [57]. Specifically, our study investigates three research questions:

RQ1: Who are the owners of dotfiles repositories?

Here, we study the prevalence of sharing dotfiles among developers to understand how
widespread the practice is. We wish to confirm if it is software developers — rather
than casual users — who are doing the sharing, since dotfiles can also be used for more
general-purpose software used by the broader public. To answer this RQ, we first traced
the occupation of the owners of dotfiles repositories collected by their public profile; we
observed that the majority of them appear to work in a field that involves programming
activities. We then checked the top 500 most-starred users on GitHub, and we found that
129 (i.e., 25.8%) of these top users own a variant of a dotfiles repository on GitHub.

RQ2: What kind of user-specific configuration files do users track in their
dotfiles repositories?

In this RQ, we hope to build an understanding of which specific configuration files
developers manage and track with dotfiles repositories. We extracted the dotfiles by their
normalized names (e.g., adjusted for different folder structures) from the dotfiles reposito-
ries, and created a taxonomy of the top fifty most common dotfiles in our dataset. We find
that configurations for text editors and *NIX shells are most common in dotfiles repos-
itories. Meanwhile, meta-files such as README files, software license information, and
deployment scripts (e.g., setup.sh, Makefile) are also common.

RQ3: How do developers update their dotfiles?

In this RQ, we aim to understand how developers maintain their dotfiles . We sampled
400 commits uniformly at random in dotfiles repositories, and performed an open card-
sort to infer the intent of the commit. We then selected the most frequently edited dotfiles
in all dotfiles repositories and modeled their code churn history as time-series. We used
the state-of-the-art time-series clustering technique [105] to extract patterns of code churn
history of frequently edited dotfiles . We find that 54.8% of commits directly change the
configuration of software tools, meanwhile, other commits focus on managing the dotfiles
repository such as updating documentation, adjusting deployment scripts. We observe that
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all types of dotfiles can be found in every code churn history pattern, suggesting developers
play a more important role than the type of dotfiles in the frequency of editing dotfiles .

The key contributions of this work includes (1) collecting a set of quality shared dot-
files repositories (available in replication package); (2) providing empirical evidence in the
prevalence of dotfiles sharing among developers; (3) providing a taxonomy of common dot-
files ; (4) identifying the intent of commits in dotfiles repositories; (5) extracting code churn
history pattern of frequently edited dotfiles .

5.2 Data collection

The corpus of dotfiles repositories used in this study is collected from GitHub. We used
the GHTorrent [57] data from late 2019 to discover dotfiles repositories, and we cloned a
filtered set of dotfiles repositories for analysis in mid-2020.

Managing dotfiles repositories is mostly a convention among developers. There exists
no universal method to manage a dotfiles repository, thus, it is impossible to extract all
dotfiles repositories from GitHub. Upon inspection on common dotfiles repository naming
conventions, we decided to selected all repositories with the project name matching exactly
the string “dotfiles” in the GHTorrent database. We found 167,663 dotfiles repositories from
the query.

Since GitHub is known to be filled with low quality projects (e.g., temporary student
projects that are unmaintained) [72], we performed further filtering with three criteria to
ensure the quality of the collected dotfiles repositories:

1. ≥ 5 stars — to include dotfiles repository with endorsement by other users

2. ≥ 5 commits in the dotfiles repository— to filter out inactive dotfiles repositories

3. ≥ 10 commits in other repositories — to filter out inactive users on GitHub

Our strict filtering is intended to ensure that the dotfiles repositories we collect belong
to software developers. Since some dotfiles do not necessarily correspond to development
tools (e.g., configuration for window managers), we want to avoid dotfiles repositories
that focus on these aspects (e.g., purely aesthetic customizations [116]). Therefore, we
included the third criteria to exclude dotfiles repositories where the owner do not have
other activities on GitHub. We further investigate the owners of dotfiles repositories in
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RQ1 where we traced the profession of dotfiles repositories owners by their shared public
profile.

After the filtering process, we have 3,757 dotfiles repositories. We then continued to
clone these repositories from GitHub. Due to the time difference between the GHTorrent
dataset (est. late 2019) and the time of cloning (est. mid 2020), a small proportion
repositories are no longer available. Some common reasons includes migrating to another
platform (e.g., GitLab) and DCMA take-down requests.

In the end, we are able to retrieve 3,305 dotfiles repositories from GitHub. In the rest
of the paper, we refer to these dotfiles repositories as the dotfiles dataset .

5.3 Results

In this section, we answer the research questions we proposed, and we make several obser-
vations about the sharing of dotfile repositories.

5.3.1 RQ1: Who are the owners of dotfiles repositories?

Motivation Sharing dotfiles is often endorsed by the community [64] as a best-practice
for software developers. However, the scale of dotfile sharing in practice remains unclear.
Moreover, software development tools are not the only kind of applications that store
configuration information in dotfiles . Many non-development focused tools — such as *NIX
PDF readers — also store their configuration in dotfiles [116]. While these applications are
still important for developers, they do not focus of software development directly. Thus,
in this RQ, we aim to understand the popularity of sharing dotfiles among developers, and
evaluate our dotfiles dataset by verifying whether the dotfiles repositories are owned by
developers.

Methodology To achieve a border understanding, we approach the owners of dotfiles
repositories from two perspectives, the popularity of owning a dotfiles repository among
the most-starred users on GitHub, and whether the selected dotfiles repository owners are
developers.

To understand the popularity of sharing dotfiles among developers, we checked for the
top 500 most-starred users on GitHub to see if they own a variant of a dotfiles repository.
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In September 2022, we collected the information of the top 500 users by leveraging a
community tracker [71]. With the user ID collected, we used the GitHub API to retrieve
the list of repositories owned by each user in our list. For each user we checked whether
a dotfiles repository exists by performing a fuzzy string match between the repository
name and the term “dotfiles”. The fuzzy algorithm works by calculating the Levenshtein
distance [78] between the substrings. Based on manual inspection, we selected 85 as a cut
off score based on fuzzy matching, where slight variations of “dotfiles” is accepted (e.g.,
“dotfiles-osx”, “dotfiles-local”). To avoid situations where a repository’s name contains only
a few characters and overlaps with “dotfiles” (which would give a perfect score), we set an
extra requirement for the repository name to be at least length of four.

We sampled 100 dotfiles repositories uniformly at random from the dotfiles dataset to
try to infer the profession of the owner. For each repository, we start by visiting the
owner’s GitHub profile homepage. When the user provides additional information such
as a personal profile, personal website links, and LinkedIn profile page, we followed the
publicly available information and took note on the owner’s profession, if we could find it.
When the information was not present, we supplemented the process with a simple web
query based on the their GitHub user name. In these cases, we can sometimes discover
the owner’s information as people tend to use the same user name across platforms. We
restrained ourselves from further investigations (e.g., leveraging the author name and e-
mail) to avoid violating the users’ privacy.

Results We now report the findings we gathered from investigating the most-starred
users on GitHub, and from tracking the public profiles of the owners of dotfiles repositories
contained in the dotfiles dataset . We start by making the following observation:

Observation 1: Developers often share dotfiles. Owning a dotfiles repository is
common among the most prolific developers on GitHub. In 129 (i.e., 25.8%) of the top
500 most-starred users have a dotfiles repository. We note that the actual number may be
higher than the measured one, since the “user” here may represent a organization instead
of a single developer.1 In Fig. 5.2, the solid blue line represents the cumulative number
of users with a dotfiles repository in the top 500 most-starred users. That is, at the 100
mark on the x-axis, it represents the number of users with a dotfiles repository in the top
100 most-starred users. As shown in the figure by the dotted red line, we observe a linear
growth in the number, suggesting the prevalence of sharing dotfiles .

We found that the majority of the owners of dotfiles repositories in the dotfiles dataset
appear to work in a programming-related job. As shown in Table 5.1, 79 dotfiles repositories

1https://docs.github.com/en/get-started/learning-about-github/
types-of-github-accounts
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Figure 5.2: Number of top users by total repo stars on GitHub with dotfiles repositories
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owners are software developers, with 3 system admins, 6 students, and 3 researchers.
Unfortunately, we were unable to identify the profession for 9 of the dotfiles repositories
owners. This finding gives us high confidence that the dotfiles contained in the dotfiles
dataset are mostly from developers.

Table 5.1: Sampled 100 dotfiles repositories owners by occupation

Self-declared # of owners of
profession dotfiles repositories

Software developer 79
System admin 3
Student 6
Researcher 3
Unknown 9

We believe the prevalence of sharing dotfiles comes from the familiarity that developers
have during their regular job to use version control systems. Similar to source code, the
plain text property of dotfiles makes tracking them the same as tracking source code. As
a result, developers can easily manage their dotfiles in the same way they manage source
code.

5.3.2 RQ2: What kind of user-specific configuration files do users
track in their dotfiles repositories?

Motivation After confirming the dotfiles dataset from developers, in this RQ we explore
the content contained in dotfiles repositories. Since dotfiles are user-specific configurations,
we first aim to identify which software tools developers are explicitly maintaining configu-
ration settings for. With an idea of what developers track in dotfiles repositories, we can
understand the tools that are likely to be customized.

Methodology We extracted all unique dotfiles from the dotfiles dataset . We represent
each dotfile by its lowercase base name, and remove the leading dot if any. For example,
a file vim/.VIMRC (relative to git base) will be normalized to vimrc. We applied this step
since the structure of each dotfiles repository is unique. Developers may have different ap-
proaches to managing dotfiles (e.g., writing deployment scripts, using dotfiles management
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Figure 5.3: Content size of dotfiles repositories

tools), so the normalization step ensures that we are correctly tracking the dotfiles across
different structures. We also ignore the file extension for README files to accommodate
the developers’ choice of format; thus, README files in Markdown, Org, Asciidoc, etc. are
treated uniformly. After we have the normalized dotfiles , we create a taxonomy of dotfiles
based on the top 50 most common dotfiles . The most common dotfiles are determined by
the percentage of presence in dotfiles dataset .

Results Fig. 5.3 provides a overview of the size of dotfiles repositories. The median
number of files in dotfiles repositories is 62, and the median repository size is 2Mb.

In Table 5.2, we list the top 20 with the percentage of dotfiles repositories they are
present in the dotfiles dataset . In addition to project meta files (e.g., README , license),
we found that configuration files for Vim, Git , tmux, zsh, and bash to be the most common.

Observation 2: Configurations for shell and text editors are the most com-
mon. Configurations for shell also contribute to the top 50 list. We observe configuration
files associated with three different shells, namely zsh, bash, and fish. Auxiliary files for
shells such as aliases, profile, and zshenv are also common. These files complement
the shell configurations by splitting the configuration based on functionality (e.g., separate
aliases) and environment (e.g., login and interactive sessions).
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Table 5.2: 20 most tracked dotfiles by popularity

Filename Associated application Application type #(%)

README meta 2923 (88.4%)
gitignore git version control 2672 (80.8%)
vimrc vim text editor 2113 (63.9%)
gitconfig git version control 2087 (63.1%)
tmux.conf tmux terminal multiplexer 1950 (59.0%)
zshrc zsh shell 1856 (56.2%)
config multi* 1486 (45.0%)
bashrc bash shell 1342 (40.6%)
gitmodules git version control 1131 (34.2%)
bash_profile bash shell 954 (28.9%)
init.vim vim text editor 904 (27.4%)
license meta 844 (25.5%)
inputrc readline text edit 798 (24.1%)
xresources Xorg display server 709 (21.5%)
install.sh meta 698 (21.1%)
gemrc Ruby package manager 625 (18.9%)
xinitrc xinit start Xorg 601 (18.2%)
gitignore_global git version control 537 (16.2%)
zshenv zsh shell 523 (15.8%)
aliases shell shell 510 (15.4%)

*: config is a fairly common name selected by multiple software developers as their
default configuration file name. Some common examples include i3wm a window
manager, /.config/i3/config, and fcitx5 a input method manager,
/.config/fcitx5/config.
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Figure 5.4: Taxonomy of the top 50 most common dotfiles
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Another major contributing factor to the top 50 list is the collection of text editor
related configurations. Vim, Emacs , VSCode, and a universal editorconfig can be observed
from the list. Vim allows file type specific setups in separate files, which explains the 6
different .vim files associated with different languages. The remaining 3 files correspond
to variants of Vim, the default (.vimrc), the graphic version of Vim— GVim (gvimrc),
and a major fork of Vim— NeoVim (init.vim). Despite VSCode being the most popular
text editor [103], the popularity of settings.json is overshadowed by Vim in our study.
Our conjecture is that VSCode encourages users to use its builtin synchronization support,
removing the need for managing the configuration through a dotfiles repository.

Observation 3: Meta-files are common in dotfiles repositories. We also want to
highlight the dotfiles repository specific files in the top 50 list. Commonly found in GitHub
projects, README and license are also common in dotfiles repositories. The README
file often contains information about the repository and instructions to deploy the dotfiles
in a new environment. The detailed deployment method can leverage an existing dotfiles
management system, such as Chezmoi2 or GNU stow, or with custom install scripts as
install.sh or Makefile which both show up in the top 50 list.

Observation 4: GUI configurations are rare in dotfiles repositories. In Fig. 5.4,
we show the taxonomy of the 50 most popular dotfiles . We can see immediately that most
dotfiles are for command line applications, while only a few dotfiles are for GUI applica-
tion. For example, iterm2.plist for iTerm on MacOS, and dunstrc for the notification
manager dunst. There are also a couple of files related to the Xorg display server, such
as xinitrc and xinit. The GUI -specific Vim configuration gvimrc is also present in the
list. We suspect the lack of GUI configuration files is because — unlike in the 1980s *NIX
world — modern GUI applications are often configured using a GUI interface, and the
settings are managed and stored differently.

This makes managing the configuration files hard. Some applications also have their
own mechanism for managing configuration (e.g., web browsers). We note that despite
Windows being common for development [103], we did not observe any Windows-specific
software configuration files in the top 50 list. We observed some instances of AutoHotKey
scripts which is a popular Windows application for automation. We suspect the lack of
Windows-specific configuration files is due to Windows prefers using the registry database
in which applications and system components store and retrieve configuration data [89].

2https://github.com/twpayne/chezmoi
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5.3.3 RQ3: How do developers update their dotfiles?

Motivation We theorize that developers often update their dotfiles to adjust the con-
figurations to adapt to both the change in development need (e.g., switching to a new
language) and also the change in personal taste (e.g., testing out alternative tools). The
dotfiles dataset , which contains real-world dotfiles , allows us to investigate the details of
how developers update their dotfiles .

Through studying the change history of dotfiles , we can understanding of how devel-
opers maintain their dotfiles repositories. Also, through studying the frequently edited
dotfiles , we can better grasp the patterns of how developers update the dotfiles . Our the-
ory is that different types of dotfiles may be updated differently. For example, after a
rapid period of changing the README file, the information will stabilize and require only
infrequent updates subsequently. Meanwhile, for other tools such as Emacs , the developers
may fine tune it frequently to adapt the tool to their needs.

In this RQ, we study the intent of dotfiles repository commits and the code churn
history patterns to better understand how developers update their dotfiles .

Methodology We start by sampling 400 commits from the dotfiles dataset . We then
performed open card-sorting on the commits to derive the intent of the commit. We went
through the commits together and grouped similar commits. We iterated on the groupings
until we felt that no commits should be moved to another group. This step allows us to
build an understanding of why dotfiles are updated by developers.

With the next step, we attempt to discover historical patterns in code churn. We
tracked the total number of commits for each dotfile in the dotfiles repository. We extracted
frequently-edited dotfiles that have at least 20 commits and are at least 1 year old. We
modeled each of the frequently updated dotfiles as a time-series using its code churn history.
The time-series is represented by cumulative total code churn summed in each commit (i.e.,
sum of added and deleted lines). Since most time-series analysis techniques require regular
time-series with the same number of timesteps, we limit the time-series from the last step
to only the first year, and normalize the timesteps to 1 day. At this step, each time-series
have 365 data points. We then removed time-series which have less than 20 updates. In
other words, the resulting time-series are from dotfiles that have at least one year of history
and have at least ten commits associated with it from ten different days in the first year.
In the end, we have a total of 12,502 time-series representing 3090 distinct dotfiles in the
frequently updated set of dotfiles .
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We then leverage a time-series clustering method called K-Shape [105] to extract the
patterns of code churn history. We first normalize the time-series with a mean-variance
filter; this filter allows us to remove the bias from absolute change of the time-series and
focus more on the relative change. For example, when two files share the percentage of
change (e.g., 10%) while one file is 500 lines and the other is 50, the mean-variance filter
is able to normalize the two time-series.

We then leveraged the K-Shape clustering algorithm for time-series clustering. The
K-Shape algorithm uses metrics that focus on the shape of the time-series. This approach
has been found to have similar performance to DTW [123], which, in turn, has been shown
to outperform Euclidean distance, and is more computationally efficient than DTW [56].

K-Shape, which is derived from K-means [84], also suffers from the problem of deter-
mining the proper k value. Since the distance between time-series, and determining the
centroid of a series of time-series is still an on-going challenge in time-series analysis, there
is no universal method to validate the result of the clusters [2]. So we experimented with
different k values ranging from 2 to 10, and selected the best k value (i.e., 4) base on our
interpretations of the clustering results.

Results In Fig. 5.5, we show the distribution of the number of commits, the median
commits by file per dotfiles repository, and the number of commits for the most edited
file per dotfiles repository. As suggested by Fig. 5.5a, the dotfiles repositories are updated
frequently (note that in our filtering process, we only require the dotfiles repository to have
five commits).

Observation 5: The majority of dotfiles receive at most one update. As shown
in Fig. 5.5b, in most dotfiles repositories, the median number of commits per file is only
two. Since the dotfile is introduced to the repository in the first commit, it means that
the dotfile have only received one update since its introduction. This suggests that a large
proportion of the dotfiles repository focuses on “cold storage” where the content rarely gets
updated.

Observation 6: Most dotfiles updates focus on a small set of files. Although
most dotfiles seldom receive updates, the most frequently updated dotfile in each dotfiles
repository receive many updates as shown in Fig. 5.5c. While most dotfiles remain stable,
developers update some dotfiles frequently.

Observation 7: Most dotfiles repository commits relate to tweaking the
behavior of software tools. We found that the majority (i.e., 63.3%) of the dotfiles
repository commits are related to tweaking the behavior of software tools. We also found
that 30.8% of the commits edited configurations in the form of scripting (e.g., improving
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Figure 5.5: Information on commits for dotfiles repositories

a shell script), 24.0% of the commits changed parametrized options (i.e., a predefined
configuration option), and 8.5% of the commits are related to creating and modifying
shortcuts (e.g., adding a Git alias). The details of the card-sorting results are shown in
Table 5.3. Scripting is often related to defining custom actions in configuring software. It
can be most commonly found in shell scripts for automation (e.g., swapping the location of
two files) and performing complex functionalities in text editors (e.g., run code formatters
when a file is saved).

Table 5.3: Type of dotfiles commits

Type #(%)

tweaking script behavior 123 (30.8%)
tweaking parametrized options 96 (24.0%)
dotfiles deployment management 41 (10.3%)
fixing bugs in configuration 37 (9.3%)
tweaking shortcuts 34 (8.5%)
refactoring configuration 17 (4.3%)
managing external resources 23 (5.8%)
documentation update 20 (5.0%)
misc 18 (4.5%)

Observation 8: A noticeable amount of commits focus on dotfiles manage-
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Figure 5.6: K-Shape clustering (k = 4) results on time-series modeled by code-churn
history. Top: Mean-variance normalized. Bottom: Min-max normalized.

ment. We found that a noticeable amount of commits (i.e., 25.4%) focus on dotfiles
management. Documentation updates occur in 5.0% of the commits where developers up-
date the contents of README files. 10.3% of the commits directly involve changing the
files related to dotfiles deployment. These commits modify deployment specific files such
as Makefile and setup.sh. In 4.3% of the commits, developers refactor their dotfiles .
This is often indicated by the commit message such as “clean up”. We also observe 5.8%
of the commits that deal with external resources. For example, some developers manage
their Vim plugins with Git submodules leveraging package managers like pathogen.3)

The rest of the commits (i.e., 4.5%) do not fit in either of the above mentioned cate-
gories. These commits are often aggregations of multiple changes and do not have a single
purpose.

Observation 9: Three types of dotfiles code churn history patterns can be
observed in the 4 clusters. In Fig. 5.6, we show the clustering results from K-Shape
in both mean-variance and min-max normalized form. The figures on the top are the
mean-variance normalized time-series. These time-series are the raw data fed to K-Shape.
The red line is the average of the time-series in each cluster. The slope of the line after

3https://github.com/tpope/vim-pathogen
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mean-variance normalization represents the change. So when the slope is near zero it
means that there is limited code churn during the period. The figures on the bottom are
min-max normalized between 0 and 1 for better visualize the code churn history. Cluster 1
are dotfiles that receive updates frequently after the dotfile is introduced to the dotfiles
repository, but remain mostly unchanged since then. Clusters 2 and 4 are similar in the
sense that these dotfiles receive updates over time, but differ when the majority of the
updates occur. dotfiles in Cluster 3 are continually updated over time and the modified
size are consistent throughout.

We also report here over observations on the clustering results in different k values.
When we began with k = 2, it is immediately clear that one type of code churn history
pattern is the dotfiles stops receive updates shortly after it has been introduced. As we
gradually increase the value of k, we observe different patterns when do the update occur
over time. Similar to Cluster 2, additional clusters in higher k value will have a sudden
update in different time range. In other words, these clusters will overlap if we shift the
time-series.

The distribution of the top 20 frequently updated files across the clusters is shown in
Table 5.4. It is immediately clear that all types of dotfiles are well represented in each of
the clusters. This suggests that the type of dotfile does not have a large effect on how the
dotfile is maintained. We believe the developers have a larger impact on how the dotfiles
are updated. We checked the frequently updated dotfiles by each developer and observe
a median 57.1% of the developer’s frequently updated dotfiles belong to one pattern. In
other words, if the developer has no impact, this percentage will be around 25%. However,
note that the median number of frequently edited dotfiles by developer is only three, so
the data is likely biased. A developer who enjoys tinkering may constantly update their
dotfiles to change their workflow. At the same time, a goal-oriented developer may spend
some time to configure the tools at first to get it working and stick to the configuration
afterwards.

5.4 Discussions and Implications

Through our study of dotfiles repositories, we have gained insights in how developers con-
figure their software tools and how they manage the configurations in dotfiles repositories.
Based on our observations, we discuss the challenges we perceive in managing dotfiles
repositories. Moreover, we discuss the potential for how shared collections of real-world
user-specific configurations can benefit developers, tool designers, and researchers.
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5.4.1 Challenges in Managing dotfiles

Challenge 1: Deployment of dotfiles requires effort. For the dotfiles to be read
correctly by their associated software, the dotfiles need to be stored at the correct location.
Common locations include the user’s home directly and the $XDG_CONFIG_HOME (defaults
to $HOME/.config). Users often have some kind automated setup for moving the dotfiles
to the targeted location. The setup can be through a deployment script (e.g., setup.sh),
or through dedicated tools such as GNU Stow [50]. In RQ2, we find many files among the
most popular tracked dotfiles that focus on automating the process of deploying dotfiles .
The deployment process can be either fully automated, where everything is taken care of
by a script, or in documentation that contains the steps for deployment. Moreover, in RQ3,
10.3% of the commits deal managing the deployment of dotfiles . At the current stage, no
universal method or tool exists for developers to manage their dotfiles .

The lack of standard method for managing dotfiles also introduces challenges in sharing
dotfiles . For example, when a developer wish to explore other developers dotfiles , the
developer must consult additional scripting and documentation to understand the setup of
other developers. Future research can investigate this aspect further to better understand
the challenges in deploying dotfiles and develop methodologies and tools to improve the
process.

Challenge 2: dotfiles need to manage external resources. Similar to software
development, we find that in dotfiles , developer also reply on external resources. Devel-
opers leverage git submodules to include external resources in their dotfiles . The external
resources are plugins that extends the functionality of the software tools. The most com-
mon type of external resources we encountered in our study are Vim plugins. We believe
its popularity largely comes from the popular Vim plugin managers Vundle and pathogen.

External resources can also be involved indirectly. Using Vim as another example,
other plugin managers (e.g., vim-plug), instead of using git submodules requires only a
declaration of the external resource by its URL to manage the extension. Unlike using git
submodules, there exists a challenge in replicating the dotfiles . Base on the time of the
deployment, different versions based on different commits will deployed.

Challenge 3: dotfiles can leak privacy information. Some configuration may
need to deal with sensitive information. For example, setting up software with API keys.
As pointed out by a recent study, security leakage can be a huge concern on GitHub due
to accidentally committing confidential information [47]. We observed developers taking
actions to mitigate this issue. For example, using local environment variable to avoid
writing sensitive information in plain text.
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5.4.2 Leveraging dotfiles as a Software Repository

Configurations can be as simple as a set of key-value pairs (e.g., shell aliases), or as com-
plicated as writing code (e.g., shell scripts). With the complexity and diversity in software
development, tools needs to provide customizability to support different user scenarios.
From our qualitative results in RQ3, we find that the majority of the configuration up-
dates are directly related to modifying the configurations.

One of the challenges of tool developers is to understand the user requirements. How-
ever, given the complexity and customizability of software tools, the requirements may be
complex and not single purpose. One well known example is the concept of a bug becoming
a feature. A tool may be used differently from how it was originally designed. We believe
by leveraging the collection of dotfiles , we can begin to address the challenges.

Challenge 4: Configurations in dotfiles provides user usage data indirectly.
The rich real-world use case information contained in dotfiles repositories provides valuable
information to understand software usage. We have observed many successes in leveraging
telemetry techniques to better understand user behavior and in return improve user expe-
rience in software products [185, 113]. However, telemetry is a highly disliked practice in
open source software. Traditionally, we rely on active members who participate and con-
tribute to discussions to move forward on user experience. And from time to time, we can
observe patters of “scratching an itch” type of contribution made by other users. However,
this means that problems that are not directly faced by the active members and/or the
problems that are not severe enough to attract users with an itch will remain unaddressed.
Dotfiles , while not a silver bullet to solving the need for telemetry, can act as a middle
ground to offer more information in addition to the vocal majority. The additional infor-
mation shared by the community can help with discussions to provide a broader but not
absolute view of how the tools are used in the community. This information can guide the
process of creating a “sane default” setting. However, even if this information is provided,
we may still face a divided community on what constitutes a “sane default”. Some previous
studies have explored the idea of leveraging community configurations to help with creat-
ing better configurations for production software [185, 143]. We believe that are unique
challenges faced in dotfiles . Unlike software deployed in production environments (e.g.,
databases, web servers), user-facing software often does not have an optimal configuration.

Challenge 5: Configurations in dotfiles can help with creating advanced
configuration recipes. Configurations for software tools can get complicated. For exam-
ple, it is common to observe Emacs configurations with thousands of lines of elisp code.
Developers often learn from other developers and gradually add and improve their own
configuration. We believe that by leveraging the corpus of dotfiles , we can help create
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better documentation to help developers configure their tools.

A similar concept can be observed in many successful open source libraries. A section
called the “cookbook” can be find in the documentation. The section provides recipes on
common use-cases, and serve as a base ground for developers to begin using the library.
However, creating and maintaining the recipes can be a challenging tasks. We believe that
dotfiles , can be a valuable source for creating “cookbook” recipes for software tools. By
extracting common real-world configurations from dotfiles , we can improve the examples
in documentation. For example, by extracting common configurations for editing Python
from Vim configurations, we can provide extended real-world examples to help future
developers to configure the software.

5.5 Threats to Validity

» Internal Validity — When deciding to create the dotfiles dataset , we set strict filters to
the repositories selected. This suggests that we can miss out on repositories that may be
of interest. However, we selected these criteria to ensure that we are looking at the dotfiles
repositories owned by developers, which is confirmed by our results for RQ1. During our
process to determine the occupation of dotfiles repositories owners, we leveraged only the
owner’s public profile as well as a simple user name search; in only a few cases were we
unable to determine the occupation to our satisfaction. It is possible that the owner may as
well work in fields that require developing software. Since a more thorough search, such as
using the owner’s commit email, may violate the privacy of the owner, we decided stopping
at the stage of viewing the public profiles.

We chose to leverage the K-Shape algorithm to extract the dotfiles maintenance patterns
modeled as a time series based on historical code churn. K-Shape focuses on the shape
attributes of the time-series and is an alternative approach compared to extracting features
from the code commits. Using a shape-based algorithm allows us to avoid the downsides
and potential problems of determining the important features to extract, and also have a
higher focus on the activity trends of the code change alone. Since this is still a fairly new
approach, in future work, research can investigate the differences and effectiveness of the
different approaches for clustering code churn.

» External Validity — We have chosen GitHub as the source to collect the dotfiles reposi-
tories. While GitHub is largely considered as the de facto location for developers to host
their projects, in recent years, many other options have gained popularity. Some options
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are also centralized hosting a large variety of projects such as GitLab. Meanwhile, self-
hosted options also exist, where an independent GitHub-like instance can be hosted for
a specific developer or organization. One example would be Savannah4, the place where
GNU software is hosted. Due to security reasons, developers are also unlikely to host
their work-related user-specific configuration files on publicly. Therefore, our results likely
generalize only to the use of user-chosen software and have a bias towards open source
applications.

Because they originate in the *NIX world of the 1970s — largely before the advent
of graphical user interface — dotfiles have historically had a heavy focus on the CLI
applications. This can also be observed from the set of common dotfiles across repositories.
Since GUI applications may have different ways of storing configuration (e.g., a binary file),
and have built-in syncing functionality (e.g., VSCode), they may not be captured in the
dotfiles repositories. Storing configurations in plain-text may be replaced by other means
in the future, however, we believe the requirement for customization still exists. Future
research and build specific tools to analyze the user-specific configuration files for GUIs
and compare the results with our work.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we study the practice of sharing and maintaining dotfiles based on dotfiles
repositories collected from GitHub. We observe that sharing dotfiles is a common practice
among developers. Configuration files for text editors, shells and Git are the most common.
While developers track many dotfiles , only a small amount of the dotfiles are constantly
updated. We extracted code churn history patterns from frequently updated dotfiles and
find that there is no significant relationship between the code churn history pattern and the
type of dotfiles . We discuss the challenges developers face in managing dotfiles and how we
can leverage the publicly shared dotfiles to help creating “sane defaults” and constructing
“cookbook” recipes for documentation.

4https://savannah.gnu.org/
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Chapter 6

Understanding App Stores the Software
Engineering Perspective

App stores serve as the location where end users browse, discover, and manage their appli-
cations for a particular platform. The structure of app store where an organization oversees
the operation, has been a novel way for software distribution with mobile platforms gaining
popularity. App stores have become a rich software repository containing software artifacts
from both the developer and user end. For example, studies have shown that developers
use app store as a source to collect information about competitive apps and improve their
own app through app product homepages and user reviews. While, we have seen app
stores beyond the mobile platform (e.g., Steam), research have mostly focused on mobile
app stores. In this chapter, we present an empirical study to understand the concept of
app stores in the perspective of software engineering.

Related publication An earlier version of the work is currently under major revision
for Empirical Software Engineering.

Wenhan Zhu, Sebastian Proksch, Daniel M. German, Michael W. Godfrey, Li
Li, Shane McIntosh. 2023. What is an App Store? The Software Engineering
Perspective

6.1 Introduction

The widespread proliferation of smartphones and other mobile devices in recent years has
in turn produced an immense demand for applications that run on these platforms. In
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response, online “app stores” such as Google Play and Apple’s App Store have emerged
to facilitate the discovery, purchasing, installation, and management of apps by users on
their mobile devices. The success of mobile app stores has enabled a new and more direct
relationship between app creators and users. The app store serves as a conduit between
software creators (often, developers) and their users, with some mediation provided by the
app store. The app store provides a “one-stop shopping” experience for users, who can
compare competing products and read reviews of other users. The app store also acts as a
quality gatekeeper for the platform, providing varying levels of guarantees about the apps,
such as easy installation and removal, expected functionality, and malware protection. To
the software creator, the app store provides a centralized marketplace for their app, where
potential users can find, purchase, and acquire the app easily; the app store also relieves
the developer from basic support problems related to distribution and installation, since
apps must be shown to install easily during the required approval process. Indeed, one
of the key side effects of mobile app stores is that it has forced software developers to
streamline their release management practices and ensure hassle-free deployment at the
user’s end.

The success of mobile app stores has also led to the establishment of a plethora of
other kinds of app store, often for non-mobile platforms, serving diverse kinds of user com-
munities, offering different kinds of services, and using a variety of monetization strate-
gies. Many technical platforms now operate in a store-centric way: essential services and
functionality are provided by the platform while access to extensions/add-ons is offered
only through interaction with the app store. When new technical platforms are intro-
duced, an app store is often expected to serve as a means to host and deliver products
to its users [39]. Example technical platforms that use app store-like approaches include
Steam [148], GitHub Marketplace [53], the Chrome Web Store [54], WordPress [164],
AutoDesk [13], DockerHub [40], Amazon Web Services (AWS) [8], Homebrew [117],
or Ubuntu Packages [23].

For platforms that operate in this way, the app store is an essential part of the plat-
form’s design. For example, consider source code editors, such as VSCode Marketplace
and IntelliJ. The tool itself — which we consider to be a technical platform in this context
— offers the essential functionality of a modern source code editor; however, many addi-
tional services are available through the app store that are not included by default. Thus,
extensions that allow for language-specific syntax highlighting or version control integra-
tion must be added manually by the user through interaction with the tool’s app store.
We conjecture that the app store has fundamentally changed how some classes of software
systems are designed, from the overall ecosystem architecture of the technical platform to
the way in which add-ons are engineered to fit within its instances.
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In this work, we will explore the general space of app stores, and also consider how app
store-centric design can affect software development practices. Previous research involving
app stores has focused mainly on mobile app stores, often concentrating on properties of
the apps rather than properties of the stores. For example, Harman et al. performed one of
the first major studies of app stores in 2012, focusing on the BlackBerry App World [61].
However, concentrating the investigative scope so narrowly may lead to claims that do not
generalize well across the space of all app stores. For example, Lin et al. found that reviews
of games that appeared in mobile app stores differed significantly from the reviews of the
same game that appeared within the Steam platform’s own app store [80]. In our work,
we aim to take a more holistic approach to studying app stores by considering both mobile
and non-mobile variants. In so doing, we hope to create a more general model of app stores
that fits this broader space.

To achieve a holistic view, we start from the definition of an app store. A precise
definition of the term “app store” has been omitted in much of the previous research in
this area. Currently, Google Play and Apple’s App Store dominate the market and are
the main targets of research on app stores; in the past, the BlackBerry App World and
Microsoft’s Windows Phone Store were also important players, but these stores are now
defunct1. Wikipedia recognizes Electronic AppWrapper [162] as the first true platform-
specific electronic marketplace for software applications, but the term became popular
when Apple introduced its App Store along with the iPhone 3G in 2008. Since then, the
term has largely come to refer to any centralized store for mobile applications. We present
our own working definition of the term “app store” in Section 6.2.

The goal of this work is to survey and characterize the broader dimensionality of app
stores, and also to explore how and why they may feed back into software development
practices, such as release management. As a step toward this goal, we focus on two research
questions (RQs) that aim to explore the space of app stores:

RQ1: What fundamental features describe the space of app stores?

To understand app stores, we first need a way to describe them. It would be especially
useful if this description framework would highlight the similarities and differences of app
stores. We start by collecting a set of app store examples, and then extract from them a
set of features that illustrate important differences between them. We then expand this
list of app stores with search queries to derive a larger set of example stores. We explicitly
seek generalized web queries to broaden our search space beyond the common two major

1The Windows Phone Store was absorbed into the broader Windows Store in 2015.
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mobile app stores of Apple and Google. By combining the web queries and the initial set
of app stores, we selected a representative set of app stores and extracted their features.
At the end, we surveyed app stores and derive a feature-based model to describe them;
expanded the set of app store through web queries; and extracted features based on the
model for representative set of app stores.

RQ2: Are there groups of stores that share similar features?

Despite the ability to describe individual stores, it is also important to understand the
relationships between different stores. Having a understanding of the natural groupings
can help us gain insights into the generalizability of results gathered for app stores. We
perform a K-means [84] clustering based on the extracted features of the expanded set
of app stores collected previously. The optimal k value is determined by the Silhouette
method [120]. The clustering results suggest that there are 8 groups in the expanded set of
app stores. The differences can be observed in the type of application offered, standalone
or extension, and/or type of operation, business or community-oriented.

Our investigations of the groupings formed can be used to further evaluate the general-
izability of app store research from one group to another; furthermore, our work can form
the basis for subsequent study of app stores in general.

6.2 Working Definition of an App Store

Previous researchers have often taken a casual approach to defining the term “app store”,
when a definition has been provided at all. For example, in their survey paper, Martin et
al. define an app store as “A collection of apps that provides, for each app, at least one non-
technical attribute”, with an app defined as “An item of software that anyone with a suitable
platform can install without the need for technical expertise” [85]. However, we feel that
this definition is too generous. For example, consider a static website called Pat’s Apps that
lists of a few of someone’s (Pat’s) favourite applications together with their personalized
ratings and reviews; superficially, this would satisfy Martin et al.’s requirements as it is a
collection of apps together with Pat’s own reviews (which are non-technical attributes). We
feel that this kind of “store” is outside our scope of study for several reasons: Pat’s software
collection is not comprehensive, it is unlikely that Pat provides any technical guarantees
about quality of the apps, and a passive list of apps on a web page does not constitute an
automated “store”.
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Figure 6.1: Three major stakeholders of most app stores

In our work, we seek to broaden the idea of app store beyond the well-known mobile
ones. Because we are focused on exploring the notion of what app stores are, we formulate
a working definition of the term; we did so to provide clear inclusion/exclusion criteria for
the candidate app stores that we discover in Section 6.3.

Our working definition was influenced by considering the three major stakeholders of
the app store model: the app creators who create and submit applications to the store; the
app stores themselves, and the organizations behind their operation who curate the app
collection and coordinate both the store and installation mechanisms; and the end users
who browse, download, review, and update their applications through the app store (see
Fig. 6.1).

We thus arrived at the following working definition for app store as an online
distribution mechanism that:

1. offers access to a comprehensive collection of software or software-based services
(henceforth, “apps”) that augment an existing technical infrastructure (i.e., the run-
time environment),

2. is curated, i.e., provides some level of guarantees about the apps, such as ensuring
basic functionality and freedom from malware, and

3. provides an end-to-end automated “store” experience for end users, where

(a) the user can acquire the app directly through the store,
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(b) users trigger store events, such as browsing, ordering, selecting options, arrang-
ing payment, etc., and

(c) the installation process is coordinated automatically between the store and the
user’s instance of the technical platform.

We can see that using this working definition, our Pat’s Apps example fails to meet all
three of our main criteria.

We note that our working definition evolved during our investigations, and the above
represents our final consensus on what is or is not an app store for the purposes of doing
the subsequent exploratory study. The steps by which the representation is finalized is
discussed in Section 6.3.1. For example, our working definition implicitly includes package
managers such as the Debian-Linux apt tool and Javascript’s NPM tool. It is true that
package managers are typically non-commercial, and so are “stores” only in a loose sense
of the term; furthermore, they usually lack a mechanism for easy user browsing of apps
and do not provide a facility for user reviews. However, at the same time, they are a good
fit conceptually: they tend to be comprehensive, curated, and offer an automated user
experience for selection and installation. Furthermore, some package managers serve as the
backend to a more traditional store-like experience; for example, the Ubuntu Software
Center builds on a tool aptitude, which interacts with software repositories, to provide a
user experience similar to that of Google Play.

6.3 Research Methodology

To investigate these research questions, we designed a three-stage methodology that is
illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The goal of the first two stages is to answer RQ1, while the third
stage addresses RQ2.

In the first stage (Step 1○ and 2○) we identified our initial list of features using a small
set of well-known app stores (Apple’s App Store, Google Play, Steam etc.) During this
stage, six individuals were involved in conducting the qualitative studies. In the second
stage (Steps 3○, 4○, and 5○) we methodically expanded our store list to a broad selection
of 53 app stores that should represent a wide range of stores in practice. In this stage, two
individuals were involved, unless otherwise specified. We then described these stores using
the features identified in the first stage. A major goal of this stage was to evaluate whether
the set of available features was sufficient to describe the characteristics of all these stores.
This set of features forms the answer to RQ1.
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Figure 6.2: Methodology overview: There are three main stages, further broken down into
six steps.
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In the third stage (Step 6○), we took advantage of the labeling of the 53 stores. We
used K-means clustering analysis to identify groups of stores that shared similar features.
These groupings form the answer to RQ2.

We now describe our methodology in more detail.

6.3.1 RQ1: What fundamental features describe the space of app
stores?

Our basic assumption is that an app store can be categorized based on a finite set of
features. The features would correspond to traits of the app store where they describe
the distinguishing qualities or functional characteristics of the app store. We encode these
features as binary values, i.e., each store has or does not have a feature.

In order to identify such features, we first created a seeding set of representative app
stores. We started by enumerating well-known app stores that we were aware of (Step 1○).
Once this set of representative app stores was created, we used an iterative process to
identify the features that we felt best characterized these stores (Step 2○). We then used
these features to describe each store.

Stage 1: Identifying features

First, we start with identifying representative characteristics of five stores and the possible
features for each. We worked alone in this step; however, to seek better reliability as well as
encourage diverse opinions, each store was assigned to two person. In total 15 stores were
assigned where each store is assigned twice. We list the 15 stores with a short description
in Table 6.1. After that, we met as a group to discuss their findings and further refine the
proposed feature set.

In the subsequent iterations, we worked in pairs, and the pairings were reassigned after
each iteration (Step 2○). In these iterations, each pair was assigned a set of 2–3 app stores
and was asked to describe them using the current set of features; a key concern was to
evaluate whether the existing features were sufficient or needed refinement. For each store,
each pair analyzed both its store-front and its documentation; in some cases, we could
navigate the store as users but not as developers, in these cases, we relied on the store’s
supporting documentation.

After this step, we discuss the findings of each pair as a group and updated the set
of features. The features were discussed in detail to ensure that they were conceptually
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independent from each other. We also made sure that each feature applied to at least one
store to ensure that it was relevant.

Our process leveraged ideas from the coding process of Grounded theory [152] to extract
the features of app stores; and followed the practice of open card sorting [34] to create the
categorized feature set. Similar to prior work[1, 63, 86], we followed practices of Grounded
theory ’s coding process to extract the features (where we consider codes as a specific feature
of app store operation) and stopped when we reached saturation with no new features added
after a new round of describing app stores. Similar to prior work[151, 26, 155], we applied
card sorting to the collected features so inter-related features are grouped together. We
formed a group in this process and discussed how different features belong to the same
conceptual group and stopped when consensus was reached.

Table 6.1: Investigated stores for feature extraction

Store Description

Google Play Store The flagship app store for Android
Apple App Store The app store for iOS devices
Samsung GalaxyApps App store specifically for Samsung devices
GitHub Marketplace Providing applications and services to integrate with GitHub platform
Atlassian Marketplace Providing applications and services to integrate with various Atlassian prod-

ucts
Homebrew Package manager for MacOS
MacPorts A package manager for MacOS
Ubuntu Packages Software repository for the Ubuntu Linux distribution, with a official front end

Ubuntu Software Center
Steam Gaming focused app store running on multiple operating systems (e.g., Win-

dows, Linux)
Nintendo EShop Provides applications for Nintendo devices (e.g., Nintendo Switch, Nintendo

3DS)
GoG Gaming focused store focusing on providing DRM free games
JetBrains Plugin Store Provides plugins to enhance the behavior of JetBrains IDEs
VSCode Marketplace Provides plugins to enhance the editor
Chrome Web Store Provides extensions to enhance Chromium based web browsers
AWS Marketplace Provides servers and cloud services

Stage 2: Expanding our set of app stores and further evaluation and refinement
the features

Once we had agreed on the features, our next goal was to verify that these features were
capable of describing other app stores that were not part of the initial seed, or if features
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were missing or needed refinement. We used a common search engine, Google, to expand
our set of app stores in a methodical manner (Step 3○). To achieve the goal of including
a broad range of yet undiscovered app stores, we first derived general search terms by
combining synonyms for "app" and "store". More specifically, we have built all possible
combinations of the following terms to construct our search queries:

First half software , (extension -hair -lash) , (addon OR add-on) , solution ,
plugin OR plug-in , install , app , package

Second half repository , shop, ("app store" OR store), ("market place" OR marketplace)
, manager

For example, a concrete query could be created by combining app and ("app store"
OR store). For some queries, it was necessary to refine the term to avoid noise in the
results; for example, searching for the term extension would mainly return results related
to hair product or eye lashes. In total, with 8 synonyms for app and 5 synonyms for store
we were able to create 40 unique Google search queries. We felt confident that these search
terms were representative when we found that the initial seed list had been exhaustively
covered.

Our Google search was performed in November 2020. We queried and stored the search
results for each search query. We classified each result as to whether or not it corresponded
to an app store. We devised two inclusion criteria for this decision: 1) the store in question
should offer software or software-based services, and 2) the store in question should offer
an end-to-end experience for users (ordering, delivery, installation). We considered only
direct hits to the store (e.g., product page), and we explicitly excluded results that contain
only indirect references to a store, such as blog posts, videos, or news. Any disagreements
were resolved through discussion. However, despite our initial effort of maintaining a
clear set of inclusion criteria for app stores, several corner cases arose during the labeling
process. We discussed these cases as they arose, and continually updated the inclusion
criteria throughout the labeling process. Since this step was conducted by two people, in
a few special cases no agreement could be reached, another person acted as a moderator
and resolved the disagreement by a majority vote. Over time, the inclusion criteria and
features evolved and eventually reached a stable state (by Step 4○). Our final state of the
inclusion/exclusion criteria is presented as the working definition for app stores defined in
Section 6.2.

The classification of search results was stopped when a new results page did not contain
any new links to app stores, or once all 10 retrieved pages were analyzed. Initially, 586
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URLs were examined until a saturation of agreement was reached (90.7% agreement rate).
I continued to label the rest. In the end, a total of 1,600 URLs were labeled. Multiple
search results can refer to the same store; these duplicates were detected and eliminated
by using the root domain of the URL. The most common duplicate references were found
for the domains google. com (61), apple. com (22), and microsoft. com (18). In the
end, we found 291 stores. We note that the exact number of unique stores may differ since
two root domains can point to the same store, kodi. tv and kodi. wiki , or the same root
domain may contain multiple stores, chrome. google. com and play. google. com .

In the next step (Step 5○), we constructed and labeled a set of app stores based on our
identified features from Step 2○. We began from the URLs labeled in the last step and
selected the first three occurring stores for each search term; this resulted in 104 URLs
pointing to 48 unique stores. Two of the stores were inaccessible by the us (ASRock
App Shop requires physical hardware and PLCnext Store’s website was not responsive
at the time of labeling) and removed from the list. In addition, we discussed several
more stores that we felt deserved explicit investigation: AWS, Flatpak, GoG, MacPorts,
Nintendo eShop, Steam, and Samsung’s Galaxy Store. These are the stores that the
we investigated in Step 2○ but did not show up in the first three occurring results from the
search terms. Meanwhile, the added stores all show up in the list of 291 stores identified
by all labeled URLs.

We thus selected and labeled a total of 53 app stores. This sample is non-exhaustive,
but we believe that our wide range of search queries has created a representative sample
of the population of app stores that enables our experiments.

We proceeded to describe 12 app stores, selected as the first from each search query,
using the set of features. This was done to make sure there was consistency in the inter-
pretation and use of each feature. After that, I labeled the remaining stores.

The outcomes of RQ1 were a list of features that describe the main characteristics of
app stores grouped by dimensions, and a set of 53 App Stores, each labeled using these
features.

6.3.2 RQ2: Are there groups of stores that share similar features?

With the outcomes of RQ1, we next performed a K-means clustering analysis to identify
groups of similar stores.
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Stage 3: cluster analysis

To identify related app stores, we decided to cluster them using the K-means algorithm
(Step 6○).

To prepare our labels for the K-means clustering process, we converted each label of the
feature to a binary value: 1 if the store has the feature, and 0 if it does not. Having binary-
encoded data ensured that we do not suffer from having categorical values that do not make
sense in the scope of K-means . However, performing K-means on binary data can also be
problematic, since the initial centroids selected will be binary. To mitigate this issue, we
applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [163] to both reduce the dimensional space
and to produce a mapping in the continuous range. We kept all principal components
that explained a variance of at least 0.05. Finally, we used the Silhouette method [120] to
determine the best number of clusters within a range of 1 to 20.

As an unsupervised method, the result of K-means provides only the clustering result
with the stores in each cluster. We then further discussed the results of the K-means
process and categorized the clusters by the properties of the contained stores. Following
our discussion and categorization, we assigned groupings and names to each of the clusters.

6.4 Results

In this section, we present the results of each of the research questions. The results are
organized based on the three stages discussed in Section 6.3.

RQ1: What fundamental features describe the space of app stores?

Stage 1: Features Characterizing App Stores

As discussed in Section 6.3.1, we derive a set of features and organizational categories
that describe the set of studied app stores; the results of these efforts are summarized
in Table 6.2. We have modelled the features as a binary representation; thus, each store
either has or does not have this feature. We note that for some categories, the features
are mutually exclusive; for example, in the category Rights Management, a store can have
either Creator managed DRM or Store-enforced DRM, but not both. In other categories,
an app store may have several of the features within a given category; for example, there
may be several kinds of communication channels between users, app creators, and the store
owner for a given app store. We now describe each high-level category in detail.
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Table 6.2: Features for describing app stores

Feature Description

Monetization The type of payment options directly offered by the app store.
Free Free as in in the product can be directly acquired
One-time payment A single payment needed for the product
Seat-based subscription The subscription is based on the number of products provided
Time-based subscription A payment is needed by a set time interval (e.g.„ monthy, yearly)
Resourced-based subscription A payment is needed by the amount of resource used (e.g., API calls, CPU time)
Micro-transaction Additional payment can be collected based on additional feature offered in a product
Custom pricing (i.e., “Contact us for price”) The actual price is based on a per case situation; this happens mostly in business-focused app stores

Rights Management* How does the store take care of DRM on the product provided.
Creator-managed DRM No DRM is offered by the store and is taken care of by the creator
Store-enforced DRM Store wide DRM for every product offered in the store

Do I need an account?* Whether it is possible to use the app store without registration.
Account required An account is required to use the store
No registration possible The store does not have an account system
Some features requires registration Some content of the store is locked behind an account, but the store can be used without one.

Product type The type of product the store offers.
Standalone apps The product operates by itself
Extension/add-ons to apps/hardware The product acts as a feature extension to another application/hardware
Service/resources The software product is a service
Package/library The product is not an end-user product, but offers functionality to other products

Target audience* The intended users of the app store.
General purpose The app store is intended to be used by everyone.
Domain-specific The app store have a specific focus and is very unlikely to be used by a normal person

Type of product creators The type of creators who submits products to the app store.
Business The creators mostly have a commercial or business focus
Community The creators are from the community (e.g., open source developers)

Intent of app store The reason why the app store exists from the app stores’ perspective.
Community building/support The app store aims to serve a technical community
Profit The app store aims to earn money
Centralization of product delivery The app store aims to provide a way for customer to gather apps in a centralized way
Expanding a platform popularity/usefulness The app store aims to extend functionality from the platform it is based on

Role of intermediary The role app store play between the creator of products and the customer of the app store.
Embedded advertisement API Provides an advertisement method for creators to take advantage of
CI/CD Offers continuous integration/continuous deployment for creators
Checks at run time Provide checks when apps installed from the app store is ran
Checks before making available to the cus-

tomer
Provide checks when an app is submitted to the app store for quality reasons

Composability* The relationship between products provided in the app store.
Independent The products in the app store are unrelated to each other
Vendor internal add-on/extension/unlock Some products can be based on other products from the same creator (e.g., game DLC, app feature

packs)
Package manager type of app relationship A dependency relationship exists between products in the app store

Analytics The type of analytical data provided by the app store.
Sentiment and popularity ratings Information related to the popularity of a product (e.g., downloads, score ratings)
Marketing feedback Information related to marketing for the creator (e.g., sales, conversion, retention)
Product usage data Information related to the usage of the product. (e.g., logging, user profiling)

Communication channels The methods where different parties of the app store can communicate with each other.
Documentation Information related to the operation of the store (e.g., instructions to install applications)
Product homepage A homepage for a specific product in the app store
Ratings Any form of rating customers can give to a product (e.g., star, score, up/down vote)
Written reviews (in text) A written viewer where customers can write their experience to the product.
Community forum A forum like feature offered by the store where people can discuss things related to the store/product.
Support ticket A system where customers can inquiry for support questions related to the product offered by the

store.
Promotion/marketing The store offers a way to provide promotional/marketing feature to the products in the app store

(e.g., featured apps, top downloads of the month).

*: Categorical values are mutually exclusive; one and only one categorical value in the dimension can apply to a given store.
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» Monetization — describes what, if any, payment options are provided to the user directly
by the store. If a product is offered free within the store, but requires an activation key
obtained elsewhere, we consider that the product is free. While most of the options are
self-explanatory, some may be less obvious. For example, GitHub Marketplace offers
seat-based subscriptions where app pricing is calculated by the number of installations
made to individual machines; usually, this occurs within the context of enterprise purchase.
Also, AWS offers resource-based subscription where the price charged is determined by the
amount of resources — such as cloud storage and CPU time — that are used during the
execution of the service.

» Rights Management — describes the Digital Rights Management (DRM) policy of the
store; the values describe whether the store uses a store-wide DRM feature. For example,
for Steam, all games have DRM encryption, whereas the F-Droid store contains only open
source apps, so there is no need for DRM.

» Do I need an account? — describes whether a user can access and use the store without
being registered with the app store. We find that most stores are either account required
(e.g., Apple’s App Store) or no registration possible (e.g., Snapcraft). However, we also
found that some stores can be used without an account for some purposes, with other
features requiring explicit registration; for example, the Microsoft Store allows users to
download free applications without an account, but to purchase an app or leave a review,
an account is required.

» Product type — describes the kinds of applications that are offered by the store. For
example, Google Play and Steam focus on standalone apps, the VSCode Marketplace
store offers add-ons to an existing tool, and AWS allows users to “rent” web-based resources
and services.

» Target audience — describes the intended user base of the store. General-purpose stores
offer products aimed at the broad general public of everyday technology users; this includes
stores such as Google Play, Steam, and the Chrome Web Store. Domain-specific stores,
on the other hand, have a dedicated focus on a specialized field; for example, Adobe
Magento focuses on building e-commerce platforms.

» Type of product creators — describes the typical focus of creators submitting applications
to the store. We distinguish between two groups of creators: those with a commercial or
business focus, and those with community focus such as open source developers.

» Intent of app store — describes the perceived high-level goals of the app store. The
values are derived from the app stores’ own descriptions of their goals, often found in
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“About us” web pages. For example, both F-Droid and ApkPure are Android app stores;
however, F-Droid’s focus is to provide a location to download and support FOSS software,
while ApkPure’s goal is to provide a location for users to be able to download Android
apps when Google Play may be unavailable.

» Role of intermediary — describes the roles that the app store plays in mediating between
the users and creators; these are software engineering-related services that are mostly inde-
pendent of each other. For example, checks at run time tracks if the app store ensures that
its products function correctly (e.g., Steam tracking game stats). Also, CI/CD indicates
that the app store provides explicit support for continuous integration and deployment of
the apps, which may be linked to specific development tools used by the creator.

» Composability — describes the relationship between products offered by the store. App
stores of independent composability offer products that have no relationship with each
other, such as Firefox Add-ons. Vendor internal add-on/extension/unlock means that
the products within the app store can be based on each other, but only when they are from
the same vendor, such as game DLC and micro-transaction unlocks. Package managers
contain apps that can have complicated dependency relationships regardless of the creator
of the products, such as the Ubuntu package management tool apt.

» Analytics — describes what kind of diagnostic information is provided by the store.
We distinguish between three kinds: Sentiment and popularity ratings offer user-based
information related to store products, such as number of installs in Home Assistant.
Marketing feedback tracks telemetry information for creators on the performance of their
product, such as GitHub Marketplace tracking retention rate for their products for
creators. Product usage data details the observed usage of the products; for example,
Steam tracks the average number of hours users spend on each product.

» Communication channels — tracks the types of methods the store directly offers for com-
munications between both users and creators. Since most stores offer a product homepage
for each of their products, the app creators are largely free to put any information here.
This means that if a creator wishes, they can put links to other communication methods
external to the store. We do not track such information here since it is product dependent
instead of store dependent. While ratings and reviews/comments are often paired together,
during our exploration, we found cases where user ratings were permitted but user reviews
were not; thus, we have separate values for ratings and reviews.
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Stage 2: Expanded Collection of App Stores and Labeled Set of Representative
Stores

In stage 1, we identified 53 store candidates. To provide the required data for our ex-
periments, we explored these stores to identify which of the fundamental features of the
previous stage are true for each store. Two individuals carried out the qualitative studies
in this stage, unless stated otherwise. The query results are summarized in Table 6.3.
In Table 6.3, we list the search term construction keywords and the first 3 occurrence
of stores by the search term. For example, in search term constructed from (addon OR
add-on) and ("market place") OR marketplace, the first 3 occurrences are Google
Play, PrestaShop, and CS-Cart. To check the applicability of our dimensions and the
labeling guidelines, we have measured the inter-rater agreement between on the 12 stores.
We used the Cohen’s Kappa [32] as a measurement for our inter-rater agreement. The
Cohen’s Kappa is widely used in software engineering research [107]. We have reached
an agreement of 86.3% with Cohen’s Kappa [32] of 0.711). Our agreement based on the
Cohen’s Kappa is considered as a substantial [77] inter-rater agreement suggesting a high
confidence of agreement between the two raters.

There are many app stores beyond Google Play and Apple’s App Store. These app
stores exhibit a diverse set of features.

RQ2: Are there groups of stores that share similar features?

Using the labeled data of the 53 stores, we were able to perform the K-means cluster
analysis that we have introduced in Section 6.3.2. With the number of clusters guided by
the Silhouette method to choose the best k value for K-means , our clustering resulted in
eight clusters.

Due to the nature of unsupervised methods, K-means is able to identify only the clusters
and their members; no real-world meanings are extracted for why the cluster members
belong together. It is also important to note that the K-means algorithm performs hard
clustering ; that is, it creates a partitioning of the stores into mutually exclusive groups that
together span the whole space. Thus each store will be assigned to the unique cluster that
the algorithm considers to best represent it. For this reason, the raw results from K-means
should not be seen as authoritative, but rather as a vehicle for identifying groups of stores
with similar characteristics. Therefore, we leverage the K-means clustering and further
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examine the clusters in detail to try to derive a human understandable categorization of
the stores.

We start by analyzing the differences between clusters by analyzing the definitive char-
acteristics of each cluster. To identify the features that best characterize each cluster, we
have calculated the deviation of each cluster centroid (i.e, the center of the cluster) from
the centroid-of-centroids (C ) over all clusters. In Table 6.4, we show the details of the
top 10 features that deviates the most from the C. Column C contains the the centroid-of-
centroids with values for each feature. The remaining columns represent each cluster by an
index from 1 to 8. The values in these columns represent the proportion of app stores in the
cluster with a specific feature, the mean, and the background color of each cell represent
the deviation of the particular cluster centroid (i.e., difference between the centroid of this
cluster and the centroid-of-centroids for the feature). Each row corresponds to a feature of
the stores, which makes it easy to understand which features are descriptive of a cluster.

The table only shows the top 10 deviations per cluster (i.e., column) to focus on the
most important contributors to each cluster. Since all features are binary (each store has
or does not have the feature) all values of the centroid-of-centroids are between [0, 1]; thus,
a positive deviation (shown with a green background) implies that the stores in the cluster
are more likely to have the attribute, and a negative deviation (shown with a magenta
background) implies that the stores are less likely to have the attribute.

For example, for cluster 8 the most important contributor is "[Composability] Vendor
internal add-on/extension/unlock where the centroid of the cluster is 1. When comparing
against the centroid-of-centroids (at 0.15), the deviation is at 0.85; this implies that all
stores in this cluster have this feature. On the other hand, an example of negative deviation
for cluster 1 is the feature [Composability] Independent with a centroid of 0 indicating that
no stores in this cluster have this feature. Since the centroid-of-centroids for this features
is at 0.56, this implies the deviation for stores in this cluster is −0.56.

After the top characteristics that make each cluster distinctive had been identified,
we leveraged this information to name and describe each cluster accordingly. Using the
information from Table 6.4 which shows the defining features of each cluster, we derived
an organization of the clusters based on several dimensions. The results are described in
Table 6.5.

One important dimension focuses on the type of application served by stores in the clus-
ter. We identified three major types of applications that differentiate the clusters: General,
where the store offers stand-alone programs that run without the need of specific software
(aside from a specific operating system, e.g., Google Play, AWS, Steam); Extensions,
where the store offers extensions to a specific program or platform e.g., VSCode Market-
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Table 6.4: The 8 clusters found by the K-means algorithm, with top deviated features from
the centroid of centroids (C)

(Each cell with a value represents one of the ten most influential features of the corresponding cluster. The number
indicates the percentage of stores with the specific feature. The color encodes whether stores in that cluster are less

(magenta) or more (green) likely to have the feature, compared to the centroid.)

Cluster Index

Features C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Monetization
Free 1.00
One-time payment 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
Seat-based subscription 0.09 0.50
Time-based subscription 0.30 0.75 0.00 0.86
Resource-based subscription 0.05
Micro-transactions 0.11 0.86
Custom Pricing 0.01

Rights Management
Creator managed DRM 0.72 0.25 1.00 0.14
Store-enforced DRM 0.27 0.75 0.86

Do I need an account to use the store
Account Required 0.33 0.00 0.75 1.00 0.86
No registration possible 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
Some features require registration 0.30 1.00 1.00

Product Type
Standalone apps 0.42 0.00 1.00
Extension/add-ons to apps/hardware 0.68 0.33 0.00
Service/Resources 0.08
Package/Library 0.17 0.89

Target audience
General purpose 0.33 0.00 0.83 0.00 1.00
Domain-specific 0.67 1.00 0.17 1.00 0.00

Type of product creators
Business 0.67 0.22 0.00 1.00
Community 0.67 1.00 0.11

Intent of app store
Community building / support 0.52 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.11
Profit 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.78 0.00 1.00
Centralization of product delivery 0.84
Expanding the platform 0.76 0.17

Role of intermediary
Embedded Advertisement API 0.16 0.71
CI/CD 0.05
Checks at run time 0.14 0.50
Quality/security checks 0.74 0.25

Composability
Independent 0.56 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
Vendor internal 0.15 1.00
Package manager type 0.19 1.00

Analytics
Sentiment and popularity ratings 0.73 0.00 0.33
Marking feedback 0.25
Product Usage data 0.33

Communication channels
Documentation (wikis, FAQs) 0.81 0.25
Product homepage 0.97
Star/Score/Up/Downvote rating 0.57 0.11 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Written reviews (in text) 0.47 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.89 0.00
Community Forum 0.45 0.75 0.00
Support Ticket 0.35
Promotion/Marketing 0.71 0.25
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place for VSCode, Chrome Web Store for Google Chrome; and Package manager, where
the store offers stand-alone programs, but also manages dependency-relationships and re-
quirements between different applications in the store e.g., NPM, MacPorts, Ubuntu
Packages. Another dimension in which these clusters can be organized is whether they
are Commercial (business-oriented) or Community-managed (no money is involved).

App stores are not all alike. Intuitive groupings emerge naturally from the data. Their
differences can be due to the type of application they offer — standalone or extensions —
and their operational model, either business- or community-oriented. We found that app
stores in different groups of our clustering have different properties; it would thus seem
unwise to treat them as all the same when studying them.

6.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss our findings regarding what we consider app stores to be based
on our clustering results, and we describe various research opportunities involving the
influence of app stores on software engineering practices.

6.5.1 What Is an App Store?

The term app store became popular largely through Apple’s App Store, which launched
in 2008 along with the iPhone 3G [10]. Other online software stores have also appeared
and have had the term applied to them. Originally, the term usually referred to stores of
applications for mobile devices, but we have found that today there is ample diversity of the
type of applications that app stores offer and in the features they provide to app developers
and users. App Stores are also dynamic: features are continually being added, removed, and
altered by store owners in response to changes in their goals and feedback from their socio-
technical environments. For example, the Chrome Web Store initially introduced a built-
in monetization option that provided a mechanism for applications to receive payments
from its users; however, the store later decided to deprecate this monetization option [55]
and suggested developers to switch to alternative payment-handling options.

In our work, we have employed a working definition through our inclusion/exclusion
criteria for app stores to be included in our research. However, due to the complexity,
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diversity, and constantly evolving nature of app stores, we have decided not to attempt
a firm, prescriptive definition of the term. Instead, in the following paragraphs, we will
discuss each of several aspects of app stores in detail, and hope that in the future, a more
robust definition and operating model can emerge.

Common features of app stores

Although we found significant diversity among the example app stores we studied, we were
able to identify a set of three common features that appear to span the space of app stores.

» Simple installation and updates of apps — An app store facilitates simple installation
of a selected application, and can also enable simple updating. For some stores, apps
are expected to run on the hardware of the client; in others, the app store provides and
manages the hardware where the app runs. In both cases, the app store frees the user from
worrying about the technical details of installation: mainly, if the app will be compatible
with their specific hardware and software configuration; and the installation of the app
and its dependencies (where applicable). Typically, app stores will also automate the
installation of updates to the application, again freeing the user from worrying about if
they have the latest version of the app with the newest features and bug fixes.

» App exploration and discovery — App Stores provide mechanisms that allow users to find
apps they might want to use. In its simple form, this mechanism might be a search engine
that returns a list of apps that match a given set of keywords (such as homebrew, PyPI).
In the labeled app stores, 73% of stores provide some kind of aggregated recommendations
(e.g., advertisement and trends in WordPress), up to personal recommendations that are
based on other apps the user has installed before (e.g., Apple’s App Store). User feedback
via reviews (present in 47% of the labeled app stores) and forums (present in 45% of the
labeled app stores) can provide further information to aid other users in identifying apps
of possible interest to them.

» The app store guarantees the runtime environment — In practice, app stores often ex-
ecute within a runtime environment (RTE), such as an operating system (e.g., Google
Play on Android) or an extensible software application (e.g., Firefox Add-ons on Fire-
fox ). Many app stores simply sit on top of the RTE, acting primarily as a gatekeeper for
adding and deleting apps. However, some app stores are more tightly integrated with the
RTE; in extreme cases, the app store can extend the RTE with the app store’s own func-
tionality and together provide an augmented RTE for the applications managed through
the app store. Steam is a good example for extending the RTE with its own features.
Developers can integrate with many services offered by Steam, such as an achievement
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Runtime Environment

Feature layer provided by App Store X

Product CProduct BProduct A

App Store X App Store Y

Figure 6.3: Stores may offer optional extensions to the runtime environment for applications

system that offers players recognition when they fulfill certain requirements in the game.
Fig. 6.3 illustrates the situation where a product may integrate with additional store-added
features to the RTE, which in turn enriches the user experience of the store users. When
Product B is offered in App Store Y, it will not have the features provided by App Store
X.

The app store ensures that apps are installed only when their runtime requirements
are satisfied. The process is often done through running checks on apps submitted to the
app store, which 74% of the labeled app stores perform specifically. By specifying the
runtime requirements, the assumption (for both the developer and the user) is that if the
application is installed (implying that the requirements are satisfied), it is expected to run
properly. This is usually done by a software layer on top of the RTE (either app store or
user provided). In its simplest form, this software layer is responsible for installing and
updating apps (see “Simple installation and updates of apps” above). In some cases, this
software layer might also include a set of libraries that the apps can use to provide features
specific to the app store thus forming part of the RTE for the applications. These libraries
might range in purpose (domain specific, common GUI, resource management, etc.). In
extreme cases, this layer includes the operating system (as it is the case with Apple’s App
Store). However, checks during runtime is a very rare feature, which on 14% of the labeled
app stores provides.
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Some hardware platforms have become so tightly integrated to the software layer of
the app store that they can be considered monolithic: the hardware is rendered unusable
without the app store. This is exemplified by the Apple’s App Store, where one cannot
use the hardware without first having an account in the app store; even operating system
upgrades are distributed via the store.

This tight level of integration has clear benefits for all three stakeholders: end users
have fewer installation technical details to worry about; app developers can be assured
that users will be able to install their apps without the need for technical support; and app
store owners can strictly manage who has access to the user’s RTE and how. However, such
tight integration is technically unnecessary and may even be undesirable. From a software
engineering perspective, such tight coupling could be seen as a “design smell”, since the
operating system and the app store layers address fundamentally different concerns. Also,
tight integration can create an artificial barrier to competition, effectively establishing a
quasi-monopoly for the store owner; the store owner may assume the role of gatekeeper
not only for streamlining technical issues, but also for business reasons, requiring a kind
of toll to be paid by app developers for access to the store. A recent initiative in the
European Union [33] aims to enable fair competition by enforcing that ecosystems are
opened up, which will likely also allow the installation of alternative software layers for
other app stores, a term called side-loading. In contrast to the Apple’s tight control of the
operating system as part of its app store, Android allows third-party app store software
(e.g., F-Droid [46]) to be installed in co-existence with the system default (often Google
Play).

As mentioned above, some stores distribute software that runs on hardware owned by
the App Store itself; in these cases, the RTE is fully managed and controlled by the store.
For example GitHub Marketplace and Atlassian Marketplace offer applications that
run on GitHub and Atlassian servers (respectively). In most cases, these applications are
not deployed to the user’s computers.

Different types of app stores

While some features are broadly shared by all app stores, in Section 6.4, we identified
different groups of app stores based on their features. For stores within the same group,
they often share common features, and in different groups, the stores have less in common.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss the differences between the groups in detail.

» Diversity in goals — As a platform focusing on delivering products to customers, the
high-level goal of one app store can be dramatically different from the other. Even app
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stores providing software for the same underlying RTE can have radically different pur-
poses. For example, consider the app stores that run on Android. Google Play is the de
facto store for Android applications. F-Droid store, on the other hand, offers only free
and open source Android applications, and APKPure offers multiple versions of the same
software so the user can decide which version they would like to install.

Apple’s app store offers applications for all its RTEs: MacOS (laptop and desktops),
iOS (phones and tables), and the Safari browser. In contrast, Google has different stores for
AndroidOS and for its web browser, Chrome, (the latter no longer for profit). Microsoft
Store sells hardware and apps for Windows and XBox. Alexa Skills offers skills that
enhance the voice agent Alexa’s capabilities to do more things. Many language package
systems (e.g., NPM, PyPI) are run by a different organization and extends the functionality
of the core language.

In many program language ecosystems, the core language development (focusing on the
language features) and packaging system (focusing on extending the functionality of the
language) are led by separate organizations (e.g., NPM [100] and JavaScript [67]).

» Diversity in business model — Another important difference we observed is between
business-managed and community-managed stores. In business-managed stores (with few
exceptions), a primary goal is to generate a profit. These stores provide a payment mech-
anism between the app creator and the purchaser (and the store keeps a percentage of any
sales). These stores have to solve three key concerns: first, implementing registration and
authentication of users and developers; second, some type of digital rights management,
so only users who have acquired the software can use it; and third, a payment mechanism
(e.g., subscription, one-time payment, and advertisement).

Community-managed stores, on the other hand, are run by volunteers and their fea-
tures focus on facilitating not-for-profit product delivery from developer to user. Many
community stores offer limited community interactions compared to business stores where
customer feedback is important. For example, in the Kodi store, add-ons have a web page
(e.g., The Movie Database Python [75]). This page provides information regarding instal-
lation of the add-on, e.g., compatibility, download links, and installation requirements.
Meanwhile, most communication channels about the add-on are hosted elsewhere; for ex-
ample, installation and usage instructions, extended descriptions, and screenshots can be
found in the community forum instead.

It is important to note that the products contained in community-oriented stores are
not limited to open source software; some community-managed app store policies often
permit the distribution of proprietary software. In the natural groupings we observed, no
rights management are enforced from the store side for Cluster 3, meanwhile, most stores
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in Cluster 8 have some form of rights management built-in to the store. For example,
Homebrew permits apps that are not open source if the apps are free to use; these apps
might include in-app purchases (such as an upgrade to a full-feature app) that are handled
outside of Homebrew.

6.5.2 Research Opportunities Involving App Stores

App Stores are becoming the primary channel for software delivery and exert consider-
able influence in many aspects of the software development process. A previous study by
Rosen and Shihab [119] on Stack Overflow questions by mobile developers has shown that
app delivery is one of the biggest challenges developers faced. Our results in Section 6.4
demonstrate that there is a wide variety of types of stores, each with different features and
goals. Today, app stores encompass many kinds of applications, from games running on
the hardware of the user to add-ons for applications that run on corporate servers such
as GitHub. However, existing research often focuses heavily on the applications offered
inside app stores, especially those of the two major mobile app stores. In the following
paragraphs, we discuss several research opportunities to study how app stores can affect
software development.

App Stores as actors in software development

» App Stores affect the software product cycle — Researchers need to consider how and why
app stores can affect the software development life cycle. For example, we know that app
stores can constrain and sometimes even dictate software release processes. Some stores go
beyond this and exert a kind of socio-technical environmental pressure on other software
development practices, becoming a de facto stakeholder in app development. Sometimes
these environmental pressures are technical in nature, where the app store might dictate the
programming language or deployment platform/OS; some app stores go further and create
RTEs, software development kits (SDKs), and user interface (UI) libraries that must be
used by all app developers. Sometimes these environmental pressures are non-technical in
nature, such as when the app store prescribes the kinds of application that is allowed in the
store. For example, Microsoft recently announced that it will not permit app developers
to profit from open source applications.2 When an app store operates in a manner such
that it has control over what kind of application to include, it creates a software ecosystem

2See Update to 10.8.7 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/publish/
store-policies-change-history
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and as such, it faces the same challenges that any other ecosystem has: how to thrive.
In particular, stores need to understand the needs of their developers and users to retain
existing ones and attract new ones. However, suggested by what we have observed in
Section 6.4, app stores are diverse with a large number of features that characterize (and
differentiate) them. While stores are experimenting and evolving, each action is likely to
have an effect on the ecosystems they formed (both positively and negatively). Thus, the
impact of app stores in the economy and their markets is worthy of further study.

» An app may be offered in several app stores — Developers want to run their software
on the platform that is provided or supported by the store, and as such they must accept
the requirements and limitations that such a store may impose. This issue is compounded
when the app is being offered in more than one store, as the developers might have to
adapt their processes to different sets of requirements, some of which might be conflicting.
For instance, an app can be both available in F-Droid (in Cluster 7) and Google Play
(in Cluster 8). In Google Play, it is common for applications to collect telemetry data
to better understand typical user behaviour; however, in F-Droid — an open source and
privacy-oriented store — such data collection is highly discouraged. Furthermore, develop-
ers must also adapt to the features and limitations that a store provides regarding software
deployment, communication with users and — when they exist — the mechanism available
to profit from their software and to use digital rights management. This is particularly
interesting if the targeted app stores are in different natural groupings. This introduces
new areas of studies such as how store policies propagate to applications over time, and
how violations of store policies can be detected automatically. Researchers have already
begun to investigate this topic through qualitative approaches to identify how applications
comply with specific policies that concern accessibility [7] and human values [101].

» App stores strongly affect the release engineering process — App Stores are especially
important in release engineering. Specifically, the release process needs to consider how the
application is to be packaged, deployed, and updated. The heterogeneity of the platform
provided by RTEs might also affect the number of versions of the application that need to
be deployed (e.g., variety of target CPUs, screen sizes, screen orientations, and memory
available).

When an application is developed for multiple stores, it must effectively be managed as
a product line; this is because multiple deliverables must be created, one for each platform-
store combination [154]. Multiple deliverables can also help for telemetry reasons such as
tracking the installation source of the application [98]. The differences between packaged
versions might be as significant as requiring the source code to be written in different
programming languages, using different frameworks; also, each store is likely to require
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different deployment processes.

For example, when cross-releasing browser add-ons, developers may have to rewrite
part of the functionality in Swift/Objective-C for better integration with Safari (in the
Apple’s App Store), while at the same time maintaining a fully JavaScript version for
Chrome Web Store. Also, the scheduling of release activities is often dictated by the
release processes of the stores. A previous study has showed that taking into consideration
of app review times is an important factor when planning releases [3]. The app store
standardizes, and often simplifies, the release engineering processes for its store; but it also
becomes a potential roadblock that might delay (or even reject) a new release.

The challenge of transferring understanding between stores

As noted above, prior work has examined many aspects of app stores, yet the app store
itself has rarely been the focus of the research. In many studies, the app store serves as a
convenient collection of apps, and the research focuses on mobile development concerns such
as testing and bug localization. Even when research focuses on the app store itself, the scope
rarely extends beyond Google Play and Apple’s App Store. Based on our observations,
the diversity of app stores in their operational goals, business models, delivery channels,
and feature sets can affect the generalizability of research outcomes. For example, there
have recently been many studies [35, 80, 165, 59, 58, 101, 48] that focus on app reviews.
However, for an app store that does not have reviews (e.g., Nintendo eShop) none of the
findings and tools can be leveraged (e.g., stores in Cluster 1, 5, and 7).

» App Stores that have the same features may still differ significantly — Depending on
the problem domain, the details of software development practices can vary dramatically.
For example, game development has been compared to both more traditional industrial
software development [93] and to open source software development [106]; in both cases,
the development processes can differ greatly. We conjecture that the same may also occur
across app stores, where despite the same feature is being offered in the different stores, the
convention of using them could be different. As mentioned above, one specific observation
has been made between the gaming-focused store Steam and mobile stores (e.g., Google
Play) in Cluster 8, where Lin et al. [80] found that reviews across the platforms for the
same app were often quite different in tone. Such uncertainly invites future research to
validate their findings in one store to another to improve the generalizability of the results,
and also encourages replication studies to verify existing results on other stores.

» A feature not in the app store does not mean the functionality is missing — While some
app stores aim to provide a complete experience, where all interactions from the developers
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and users are expected to be performed with in the store, some app stores export part of
the work to other platforms. This can even occur for common features that one might find
essential. For instance, starred reviews is universal in Cluster 2, 4, and 6 where typical
users leverage this information to decide whether an application is good, starred reviews
do not or rarely exists for other stores in Cluster 1, 5, 7. The specialized store may have
some other metric to indicate popularity or quality, such as total number of downloads,
but the focus of the store is often to offer a managed way of installation. Other features,
such as application support, are left to other platforms (e.g., social media). Research can
further explore the integration between app stores and other platforms.

6.6 Threats to Validity

» Internal Validity — We create our initial seeding of app stores from personal experience.
Personal bias could cause us to miss other types of app stores. However, given the number
of individuals involved in this study and our initial effort to consider as many stores as
possible, we feel that have created a wide, deep, and collaborative “best effort”. When we
labeled app stores by their dimensions, it is a qualitative process. As with any qualitative
process, the results could be biased. We tackled this issue by first labeling a few stores
separately and discussing the results until a consensus was achieved; thus, we started with
a set of “gold standard” labels. Then the labeling task was delegated to two individuals
who continued to label the stores separately with a portion of the store overlapping. The
overlapping labels are then verified by the Cohen’s Kappa between the two individuals to
measure the agreement.

We leveraged the K-means algorithm for the clustering process. We first applied PCA
techniques to reduce the dimensions of the initial labeling and provide an orthogonal basis
to feed the K-means clustering. When using other clustering algorithms (e.g., Mean-
shift, DBSCAN ), the clustering result might change; while K-means is widely adopted
for clustering process in SE research, by nature, determining the proper k value is still a
challenge. We followed common best practice to use metrics (i.e., the Silhouette method)
to determine the best value k. Despite our efforts, the output of the K-means clustering is
not perfect. We mainly leveraged the K-means clustering as the first step to illustrate that
app stores forms natural clusters which are different from each other. Base on the K-means
output, we further grouped the clusters into types based on our qualitative understanding
of the app store space.

» External Validity — During the process of expanding app stores, we relied on the Google
Search Engine to find web results based on keywords. The results of this step rely on
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the capability of Google and are subject to change over time as Google updates its search
algorithms. The order may also be affected by SEO operations. Combining results from
other search engines (e.g., DuckDuckGo, Bing) can help to reduce the bias.

When we applied our inclusion criteria, 1) app stores must contain software products
and 2) should offer an end-to-end experience for users (ordering, delivery, installation), we
excluded stores that focus on digital assets that are not software, such as a pure assets
store that offers cosmetic enhancements to desktop environments; we also excluded stores
that offer software products but in a way such that installation is completely managed by
users. An extreme example, will be the software section of Amazon where software are sold
as activation keys where the users would input to activate the software which they needs
to install themselves. A more general inspection of all means of distribution software can
be performed to gain a broader understanding of software distribution.

We relied on only publicly available information to label each store. So if some function-
ality (e.g., analytics information) is not documented publicly, we were unable to confirm
whether the store has such functionality. We also set a time limit to label each store so in
case we were unable to find information about the store, with each store receives the same
amount of attention.

One of the main challenges for reproducibility and replicability is that the Google Search
results and app stores can change overtime. So in the future, if researchers would like to
repeat our study, the labeling results may differ due to updates in the app store. To mitigate
this issue, we’ve included a snapshot of all Google Search results, and documented how we
would perform the labeling. So while the final labels may differ, by applying the same
process, a replication study would be possible with updated data.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we explore on the idea of what an app store is and what features make
app stores unique from each other. We labeled a set of representative stores, curated from
web search queries, by their features to study the natural groupings of the stores. Our
analysis suggests that app stores can differ in the type of product offered in the store, and
whether the store is business oriented or community oriented. These natural groupings
of the stores challenge the manner in which app store research has largely been mobile
focused. Previous studies have already shown empirical differences in activities in mobile
app stores and game stores [80]. Our study further suggests that in the future, when we
study app stores, we would need to consider the generalizability of the results across app
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stores. Since one type of app store may operate under different constraints than another
kind, results observed in one app store setting may not generalize to others.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Software engineering focuses on delivering software products that solve real-world prob-
lems. Successfully delivering a software product requires many resources, such as external
libraries, issue tracking systems for debugging, etc. Furthermore, recent advancements
encourage in software development have encouraged an agile approach, which involves re-
leasing software products in cycles and continuously improving them until they reach a
desirable state. To achieve this, software developers must work collaboratively and be
knowledgable in various aspects of software development, such as design, implementation,
testing, and maintenance.

The social aspect of software development means that there are frequent interactions
between developers and users throughout the development process. These interactions
can involve estimating the performance of the software or gathering information related to
software development, and they leave traces in the form of software artifacts. Examples
of software artifacts include version control information, technical documentation, runtime
log, etc. These software artifacts contain valuable information that record every aspect of
the software product, from the planning phase of designing the software product to the
implementation phase of developing the software. By analyzing these artifacts, developers
can gain insights into technical design decisions, software quality, and user perception of
the software product. This information can be used to improve the software product and
ensure that it meets the needs of users.

In Chapter 4, we studied artifacts containing Q&A sessions on Stack Overflow and dis-
covered that the technical Q&A is often more complex than simply providing direct answers
to questions. Many questions involve discussions before a satisfactory answer is found. This
presents a challenge for preserving Q&A knowledge, as interactive environments like chat
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rooms are ideal for Q&A, but not for long-term viewing [115]. Our observations highlight
the need for auto summarization tools that can effectively capture and preserve the infor-
mation contained in Q&A sessions for future reference. By developing such tools, we can
ensure that valuable knowledge is not lost and can be easily accessed by developers in the
future.

In Chapter 5, we studied publicly shared user-specific configuration files and found that
developers often dedicate significant effort to maintaining both the dotfiles repository and
the dotfiles . This suggests that there may be room for a more standardized method of man-
aging configuration files in user space. Additionally, the corpus of real-world configuration
files can provide valuable insights for tool developers, helping them with understanding
how their tools are used in practice and improving them accordingly.

In Chapter 6, we investigate the role of app stores in software distribution and found
that app store have become the intermediary between the developers and users. By provid-
ing a platform that connects developers with users, app stores have created a bridge that
facilitates the distribution of software. Existing research have a primarily focus on mo-
bile app stores, but our findings suggest that a variety of app store exist, offering different
functionalities and serving unique purposes. For example, there are app stores specialize in
distributing software extensions, while other focus on distributing subscriptions to software
services.

In the remainder of the chapter, we outline the contributions of this thesis and explore
future research directions.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

Overall, we explored three different crowd-based software repositories created from distinct
models of developer-user interactions. Despite the difference, the studied software artifacts
are often created by one group of users and beneficial to another group. However, in our
thesis, we find that challenges can arise in both creating and maintaining the information
contained in the software artifacts.

Thesis Statement: Studying crowd-based software repositories can enhance our un-
derstanding of developer-user interactions during the creation of software artifacts. With
this deeper understanding, we can identify challenges in software development and provide
valuable insights to improve the software development process.
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7.1.1 Enhanced Understanding of Developer-User Interactions

In Chapter 4, we study the user interactions in comments associated with questions on
Stack Overflow. Serving as one of the most essential places for knowledge acquisition, the
quality of content on Stack Overflow is important. Our study highlights that the creation
of answers on the platform is often not a direct process, the question discussions facilitates
the process. Specifically, our contributions are:

• We find that a significant amount of questions on Stack Overflow have associated
comments.

• We observe that when question discussion occur, the majority of the discussion began
before any answer.

• We show that askers and answerers actively participate in question discussions.

• We evaluate the effects of question discussions on facilitating the question answering
process.

In Chapter 5, we investigate user-specific configuration files shared by developers on
GitHub. As a complicated task, software development rely on a plethora of tools to aid the
process. These tools are often highly customizable, and can be adapted to fit different tasks.
dotfiles repositories are a collection of the configuration files to customize the software tools.
Our contributions to understanding dotfiles repositories include:

• We show that sharing dotfiles is a common practice among prolific GitHub users.

• We provide a taxonomy based on common dotfiles . The most common dotfiles are
related to shells, text editors, and dotfiles management.

• We study the intent of dotfiles updates through analyzing commits in dotfiles reposi-
tories. We observe that while most commits are related to tweaking the configuration
files, many commits focus on dotfiles management and documentation.

• We propose a method to model file change history as a time-series based on code
churn history. Based on the time-series model, we illustrate the code churn history
patterns of updating dotfiles , showcasing the evolution of dotfiles .
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In Chapter 6, we study the concept of app stores in software development. As the
target distribution platform for many software products, our current understanding of app
stores are largely based on the two mobile platforms. The main contributions of this study
is as follows:

• We provide a working definition of app stores base on existing understanding that
captures both its functionality and its role in software distribution.

• We identify a set of features that can describe app stores.

• We provide a labeled set of representative app stores based on the feature derived.

• We show that based on the features of app stores, a natural grouping exists, suggest-
ing a diversity in the operation of app stores.

• We discuss insights on the diversity of app stores and how app stores affects the
software engineering process.

7.1.2 Identified Challenges

With the enhanced understanding gained through studying the three models of developer-
user interactions, we identified four challenges.

• We need to incorporate the users’ needs in technical Q&A. Despite the improvement
Stack Overflow provides over traditional Q&A methods, in practice, canonical an-
swers to canonical questions is not always the case. Users still require some form of
interactions to facilitate the answering process.

• There is room for improvement in distributed knowledge from Q&A sessions. Given
our enhanced understanding, viewers of question threads on Stack Overflow may
need to go through the entire question discussion and answer to find the specific
information that they seek. We can apply new advancements in the field to automate
information summary and reduce the effort required to find information.

• Managing user-specific configurations requires additional setup. From our observa-
tions in common files in dotfiles repositories and the reasons why dotfiles repositories
are updated, we find a large presence of files and updates that are related to the
management of dotfiles instead of the configurations themselves. Moreover, devel-
opers follow different practices to manage dotfiles . This adds complexity for other
developers who wish to learn from the dotfiles .
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• The Apple’s App Store and Google Play are not the only app stores. With our
exploratory study on the spectral of app stores, we find 8 natural groupings of app
stores. Both the mobile app stores belong to the same grouping, suggesting that our
existing understanding of app stores may not generalize. Moreover, existing research
have already shown differences between Steam and Google Play.

7.2 Avenues for Future Research

With the introduction of new technology and new development practices, new software
repositories will be formed based on the by-product software artifacts. We envision a
forever challenge in this area to understand new and emerging software repositories, and
also leveraging existing software repositories. Specifically, based on our findings, we present
the following possible directions for future research.

» Software engineering specific language models for creating knowledge bases. — One of the
main challenges of knowledge sharing is to to present the relevant information to the users.
This challenge can be repeated find across software repositories. While recent success
on language models such as GPT3.0 [20] has been shown to be successful in providing
information, we believe that by considering the domain specific information in software
engineering, we can provide enhanced user experiences to software developers.

Specifically, we believe that with specialized summary tools, we can provide a universal
platform for Q&A type of knowledge sharing. An ongoing challenge in Q&A is how to
document the result of a Q&A session. As shown in our study on question discussions
(Chapter 4), the need for interaction is essential to answer many questions. However, if
only presented by the question and answer, valuable information from the interactions
that lead to the answer could be overlooked. With next generation language models, an
automatic summary can be created and presented for developers. Along with the sources,
the developers can further trace the information if needed.

Another useful perspective is to create cookbook style documentation using real-world
use cases. The dotfiles repositories offers valuable information on tool configurations.
However, for developers to learn from other developers dotfiles , it requires the developers
to have an overall understanding of the software tool. A domain specific language model
can extract information form the existing dotfiles repositories, and create cookbook style
documentation for the software tools.

» Analyzing software usage information to guide software design. — Receiving user feed-
back is a hard task in software development. Even if feedback is available, it might be
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biased (e.g., vocal majority, biased sampling). It is especially hard for open source soft-
ware tools since any form of telemetry is often disliked by the community [97]. Future
studies can explore on the idea of leveraging a collection of shared information online to
better understand software usage. Specifically, we believe through analyzing specific con-
figurations in dotfiles , we can understand usage patterns of the software. The usage pattern
will complement user discussion and can serve as a basis for evidence on software design
decisions and help guide the creation of sane defaults.

Analyzing app store artifacts is also an area that is worth exploring. For example,
existing studies have already leveraged app reviews [35, 165] to discover user requirements
in software development.
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Appendix A

Literature Overview of Recent Research
Involving App Stores

We reviewed relevant recent papers from the two flagship software engineering research
conferences: the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering (“ICSE”)
and the ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engi-
neering (“FSE”). We used Google Scholar to find papers containing the keyword “app store”
between January 2020 and April 2022 for the two conferences. In Table A.1, we list the
papers by how are app store involved and the corresponding app store if applicable.
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Table A.1: Recent papers on app stores

Loc Paper Store

Mining software applications
ICSE ’21 Atvhunter: Reliable version detection of third-party libraries for vulnerability identification

in android applications [177]
Google Play

ICSE ’20 How does misconfiguration of analytic services compromise mobile privacy? [181] Google Play
FSE ’21 Algebraic-datatype taint tracking, with applications to understanding Android identifier

leaks [112]
Google Play

FSE ’20 Code recommendation for exception handling [99] Google Play
FSE ’20 Static asynchronous component misuse detection for Android applications [104] F-Droid, Google

Play, Wandoujia App
Store

ICSE ’21 Sustainable Solving: Reducing The Memory Footprint of IFDS-Based Data Flow Analyses
Using Intelligent Garbage Collection [11]

Google Play

ICSE ’22 DescribeCtx: Context-Aware Description Synthesis for Sensitive Behaviors in Mobile
Apps [171]

Google Play

ICSE ’20 Time-travel testing of android apps [41] Google Play
ICSE ’20 An empirical assessment of security risks of global android banking apps [29] Google Play, AP-

KMonk, etc.
ICSE ’21 Too Quiet in the Library: An Empirical Study of Security Updates in Android Apps’ Native

Code [6]
Google Play

ICSE ’20 Accessibility issues in android apps: state of affairs, sentiments, and ways forward [7] Google Play
ICSE ’21 Don’t do that! hunting down visual design smells in complex uis against design guide-

lines [169]
Android

ICSE ’21 Identifying and characterizing silently-evolved methods in the android API [82] Google Play
ICSE ’21 Layout and image recognition driving cross-platform automated mobile testing [175] Apple’s App Store,

Google Play
FSE ’21 An empirical study of GUI widget detection for industrial mobile games [173] Android Games
ICSE ’21 Fine with “1234”? An Analysis of SMS One-Time Password Randomness in Android

Apps [83]
Google Play, Tencent
Myapp

ICSE ’21 IMGDroid: Detecting Image Loading Defects in Android Applications [134] Android
ICSE ’21 GUIGAN: Learning to Generate GUI Designs Using Generative Adversarial Networks [183] Android
ICSE ’20 Unblind your apps: Predicting natural-language labels for mobile gui components by deep

learning [27]
Google Play

FSE ’21 Frontmatter: mining Android user interfaces at scale [76] Google Play
Mining app store non-technical attributes
ICSE ’20 Schrödinger’s security: Opening the box on app developers’ security rationale [149] Apple’s App Store,

Google Play
ICSE ’20 Scalable statistical root cause analysis on app telemetry [91] Facebook App
ICSE ’21 An empirical assessment of global COVID-19 contact tracing applications [140] Android
ICSE ’21 We’ll Fix It in Post: What Do Bug Fixes in Video Game Update Notes Tell Us? [146] Steam
ICSE ’21 Automatically matching bug reports with related app reviews [59] Google Play
ICSE ’21 Prioritize crowdsourced test reports via deep screenshot understanding [174] Android
ICSE ’21 A first look at human values-violation in app reviews [101] Google Play
ICSE ’21 Does culture matter? impact of individualism and uncertainty avoidance on app reviews [48] Apple’s App Store
ICSE ’21 COVID-19 vs social media apps: does privacy really matter? [60] Google Play, Apple’s

App Store
ICSE ’20 Society-oriented applications development: Investigating users’ values from bangladeshi agri-

culture mobile applications [127]
Google Play

FSE ’21 Checking conformance of applications against GUI policies [182] Android
ICSE ’21 Identifying key features from app user reviews [165] Apple’s App Store
ICSE ’21 Champ: Characterizing undesired app behaviors from user comments based on market poli-

cies [66]
Google Play, Chinese
android app stores

ICSE ’20 Caspar: extracting and synthesizing user stories of problems from app reviews [58] Apple’s App Store
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